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executive summary
This document is an assessment of the special interest of Old 
Sarum Airfield, in order to determine its eligibility for designation 
as a Conservation Area. It follows the framework set out in English 
Heritage’s Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals (2005) and 
sets criteria by which to determine the area’s eligibility for such 
designation. These criteria have been formulated in the context of the 
relevant EH guidance notes, an EH thematic study of aviation sites, 
national Planning Policy Guidance, and the Salisbury District Local 
Plan (June 200�). 

Old Sarum Airfield was first established in 1917. A sense of historic 
continuity is provided by its proximity to the Iron Age earthworks of 
Old Sarum and the Roman roads that form its northern and southern 
boundaries, and by the openness of the flying field area itself, which 
preserves the medieval open field landscape This historic open 
character of the flying field remains almost unaltered from its 
WW1 form.

From its origins as a training station for the Royal Flying Corps in 
1917 and as the School of Army Cooperation from 1921, Old Sarum 
was developed as a permanent station as part of the RAF Expansion 
Scheme in the 19�0’s, and continued to evolve and serve the Royal Air 
Force and Army as a key training base (and battle headquarters during 
WW2) until the 1970’s. Today, the site is home to the civilian Old 
Sarum Flying Club, the TA, and a number of residential and   
industrial sites.

As one of only three surviving airfields of its type in Britain, the historic 
and architectural interest of Old Sarum Airfield gives it national 
significance. Analysis of its individual elements, its layout, its open 
spaces, landscaping and boundaries make it clear that the Airfield at 
Old Sarum meets the four criteria for Conservation Area designation 
set out in this document. The appraisal and assessment identifies the 
qualities of the site in relation to these criteria: 

n ‘Group’ value of the site. Old Sarum followed a standard layout 
for airfields of WW1 and WW2, and the four main functional 
areas can still be understood and appreciated in the buildings and 
spaces that we see today: the Flying Field, the Technical Areas, 
the Administrative Areas and the Domestic Areas. Despite some 
modern intrusion, it retains much of the fabric and layout of its 
historic development, with clear boundaries, surviving links between 
different areas of the airfield, and a distinctive military feel. 

n The architectural interest of the site. The airfield is a rare, 
almost complete, surviving example of a WW1 airfield and training 
depot station. It retains open spaces, tree lined roads and buildings 
of each phase of the airfield’s development, which evoke a past 
era of military landscape design. Of particular architectural interest 
are the three surviving Grade II* listed Hangars, the Grade II listed 
workshops to the north of (ARS) Hangar �, the station headquarters, 
the Motor Transport Sheds and Yard, and the Machine Gun Range, 
all dated to the WW1 period; the Air Ministry Boundary Markers 
and the Station Headquarters, from the RAF Expansion period; and 
the WW2 Pillboxes and Battle Headquarters, although these have 
recently been partially demolished. The workshops to the north of 
Hangar 2, and the Station Headquarters were Listed Grade II in 
December 2005.
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n The historic interest of the site. The airfield played an important 
early role in the training of Britain’s airborne forces, played a part 
in international events during the two World Wars, and contributes 
to the military character of the region.

n The potential for preservation and enhancement. There are 
opportunities not only to preserve, but to enhance and to restore 
elements of the airfield’s original character, and also to provide 
interpretation, to improve understanding and appreciation of the 
airfield and its role in British aviation history.

This document proposes a boundary considered appropriate for 
Conservation Area Designation, encompassing those features 
of the layout and architecture which share, as a group and in a 
relatively complete form, the special qualities above. It also makes 
recommendations for the future management of the site, including 
restoring views within and onto the site, controlling new development, 
restoration and enhancement, re-landscaping, and promoting public 
appreciation and understanding.
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part 1 introduction 
background and aims
This document is an assessment of the special interest of Old Sarum 
Airfield in order to determine whether or not it should be designated 
as a Conservation Area. It follows the framework for Conservation 
Area Appraisal set out in the English Heritage document Guidance on 
Conservation Area Appraisals, 2005.

The planning background to the project has its roots in a previous 
proposal to designate Old Sarum airfield as a Conservation Area 
in 2001.  Following a recommendation by officers, a resolution was 
passed by Salisbury District Council’s Planning Committee to designate 
Old Sarum airfield as a Conservation Area on 24th January 2001. The 
Blanefield Property Company Ltd. (‘Blanefield’), a firm with significant 
property interests on the Airfield, challenged the designation in the 
High Court, and the designation was subsequently quashed on 17th 
December 2001.

The aim of this document is to present: 

n An historical analysis and an appraisal of the character of Old 
Sarum Airfield

n The definition of the special interest of Old Sarum Airfield 
n An examination of the eligibility of the Airfield for designation as a 

Conservation Area

A gazetteer of surviving buildings illustrated with photographs, and 
plans showing the phased development of the airfield and areas of 
historical & architectural importance can be found at the end of this 
document (Appendix  A).

The study area for the assessment lies at the foot of the fortifications 
of Old Sarum, close to Salisbury in Wiltshire, and reflects the historic 
maximum extent of the airfield and it ’s associated buildings (see Figure 
1).  It is bounded on the south side by a single-track road running from 
the A4�5 to the village of Ford.  The eastern side of the study area is 
bounded by Green Lane and by open pasture, the north side by open 
fields north of the Portway, and the western side by the A�45 Castle 
Road. The area covers approximately 145 hectares.

The study area was chosen to include all areas that have been 
developed or used in association with the airfield’s function and 
activities, from 1917 onwards. The study area therefore includes areas 
currently outside the airfield boundary, where former airfield buildings 
once stood, or which once formed part of the flying field itself or its 
immediate surrounds.

The appraisal has been based on a series of site visits made in May 
2005 and July 2006, and on a study of documents held in the National 
Archive in order to understand the historic development and particular 
interest of the site (The references page provides further information on 
sources).

Austers, flying from Old Sarum from 1942
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legislative and planning policy context
The legislation which deals with Conservation Areas comprises:

n The Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (‘the principal Act’)
n The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 

(‘the Act’)

Section 69 of the Act sets out the Local Authority requirement for the 
designation of Conservation Areas. It states that:

1 Every local planning authority shall from time to time determine 
which parts of their area are areas of special architectural or 
historic interest the character or appearance of which is desirable 
to preserve or enhance, and shall designate those areas as 
Conservation Areas.

2 It shall be the duty of a local planning authority from time to 
time to review the past exercise of functions under this section 
and to determine whether any parts or any further parts of their 
area should be designated as Conservation Areas; and, if they so 
determine, they shall designate those parts accordingly.

3 The Secretary of State may from time to time determine that any 
part of a local planning authority ’s area which is not for the time 
being designated as a Conservation Area is an area of special 
architectural or historic interest the character or appearance 
of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance; and, if he so 
determines, he may designate that part as a Conservation Area.

Guidance is given by the government on the management of historic 
buildings, Conservation Areas and archaeological remains, particularly 
in relation to planning and development, in Planning Policy Guidance 
Note 15 Planning and the historic environment, 1994 (PPG 15), and  
Planning Policy Guidance Note 16 Archaeology and planning, 1990 
(PPG 16).

The following recent documents, prepared by English Heritage, provide 
detailed guidance on defining and managing Conservation Areas:

n Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals, August 2005
n Guidance on the Management of Conservation Areas, August 2005

The Salisbury District Local Plan, which was adopted in June 200�, 
notes in paragraph 6.1� that, within the District, there are many 
areas of special architectural or historic interest whose character or 
appearance it is desirable to preserve or enhance. In addition to the 
need for certain requirements and controls regarding development 
within Conservation Areas, paragraph 6.19 notes that the Local 
Planning Authority has a duty to enhance Conservation Areas, and 
improvements to the quality of such areas through removal of unsightly 
elements, which may include signs, buildings, advertisements, wiring or 
other features, are a part of this enhancement process.

Policies CN8 to CN12 relate to the management of   
Conservation Areas:

n CN 8 In Conservation Areas, only development which preserves or 
enhances the existing character of the area will be permitted. The 
Local Planning Authority will seek to ensure that the form, scale and 
design of new development, and the materials used in it, respect 
the character of the area.

n CN9 In Conservation Areas, the demolition or substantial 
demolition of buildings or other structures, such as boundary walls, 
will be permitted only in cases where the existing structure is:

(i) wholly beyond repair; or

(ii) of a character inappropriate to the Conservation Area;   
or that

(iii) there are overriding highway, or other safety reasons; or

(iv) where planning permission has been granted for the 
development of the site
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n CN10 The loss of open spaces, gaps between buildings and 
gardens will not be permitted where this would detract from the 
special character of the Conservation Area.

n CN11 Special care will be taken when considering new 
development to ensure that views from and into Conservation 
Areas are safeguarded and views which do not contribute to their 
character are improved where opportunities arise.

n CN12 The removal or improvement of features which detract from 
the quality of a Conservation Area, including signs, buildings, 
advertisements and overhead wires will be sought.
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method of assessment
character appraisal
English Heritage’s Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals states 
that judgements made in determining special qualities should be based 
on a thorough understanding of the area in its wider context, reached 
through a detailed appraisal of its character. PPG15 and the English 
Heritage documents listed above, emphasise that it is the quality and 
interest of areas - the assemblage and interplay of buildings, spaces, 
scale, materials, layout and green elements - rather than individual 
buildings which are the prime consideration in identifying Conservation 
Areas. When assessing whether a place has special architectural 
or historic interest, which it is desirable to preserve or enhance, 
paragraphs 4.2 and 4.4 of PPG 15 provide an indication of the 
elements to be considered. These elements have been addressed in the 
detailed appraisal of the character of Old Sarum Airfield. They include:

n Topography and layout, including the nature of boundaries and 
thoroughfares

n Archaeological significance and potential
n The buildings – their quality, materials, scaling, detailing and 

relationships, including unlisted buildings which make a positive 
contribution to the special interest of an area

n The character and hierarchy of spaces
n The setting of buildings, views and vistas to and from the area as 

well as between buildings and spaces within the area
n Trees and other green features

In 2000, English Heritage’s Listing Team completed a thematic study 
of over 700 military aviation sites and structures dating from the first 
decade of the twentieth century to 1945 (Lake 2000). The report, which 
includes a study of Old Sarum Airfield, also contains criteria for the 
assessment and evaluation of these sites.  While these criteria relate 
to eligibility for listing, they assist in the study of the character of Old 
Sarum Airfield. Paragraph 2.2.1 makes the point that the significance 
of military aviation buildings depends less on architectural merit than 
on their rarity, completeness, historical importance and inclusion within 
an outstanding group of buildings and related features. The criteria 
include:

n The ability to contribute to knowledge of the development of 
military aviation from 1910 to 1945

n Qualification as a functionally distinct airfield site
n Holding associations with key historical episodes of WWII
n Being distinct in terms of site or building plans, including the 

earliest templates or set-piece  architectural designs.
n Being able to demonstrate significant continuous relationships 

between features, such as between the built areas and flying field.

10

ARS Shed: View from technical area
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designating or defining a conservation area
Paragraph 4.3 of PPG 15 states that each local authority: 
“…. should seek to establish consistent local standards for their 
designations and should periodically review existing conservation 
areas and their boundaries against those standards: cancellation of 
designation should be considered where an area or part of an area is 
no longer considered to possess the special interest which led to its 
original designation.”

PPG 15 and the documents described above do not provide specific 
criteria for the designation of Conservation Areas. Indeed page 11 
of Guidance on the Management of Conservation Areas states that 
the assessment of an area’s special interest should be made against 
local criteria. For Old Sarum Airfield therefore, taking into account the 
policy and guidance documents discussed above, and their emphasis 
on establishing, preserving and enhancing the special qualities of 
architectural and historic interest, as well as the interrelationships 
within the group of buildings, features and spaces, the following 
standard (or set of criteria) has been developed to determine the area’s 
eligibility for designation as a Conservation Area: (these criteria have 
been established for the undertaking of this assessment only)

1   Group or area quality - the area comprises or includes a well-
defined and well-preserved group or assemblage of buildings, 
possibly with related features or open spaces 

2   Architectural interest - the area comprises or includes a group of 
buildings which:

n Are good examples of a significant period or style
n Contribute to local distinctiveness

3   Historic interest - the area is of such character that it: 
n illustrates through its buildings, features and spaces a 

significant phase of local history
n has associations with historic events or people of more than 

local significance
n  contains archaeological remains which are related to the 

buildings and spaces within the area

4 Preservation or enhancement potential - It is desirable:
n to preserve the special qualities or interests embodied by the 

area, or
n to enhance the special qualities or interests embodied by  

the area.

The front entrance to the Station Headquarters
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part 2 assessment of 
  special interest
location and setting
location
The airfield, which is taken as meaning an area or site used for the 
landing and take-off of aircraft, often including associated buildings, 
equipment and other installations, at Old Sarum is about �km north of 
Salisbury, situated in the parish of Laverstock, to the south of Salisbury 
Plain. The airfield and immediate surrounding area is open, quite flat, 
and located between the valleys of the river Avon to the west and the 
Bourne to the south-east. The site of Old Sarum itself rises steeply to 
the south-west at a distance of about one mile from the airfield. This 
Scheduled Ancient Monument comprises the substantial earthworks and 
other archaeological remains of a multi-period defended hill-top site 
and is the site of the original focus of settlement in Salisbury, The bulk 
of Old Sarum airfield lies within the Ordnance Survey grid square SU 
15 ��.

the surrounding landscape character
The landscape around the airfield has been occupied from Neolithic 
times. The hilltop site of Old Sarum was constructed in the Iron Age, 
roughly around 500 BC, and was later occupied by the Romans, 
Saxons and the Normans, who founded the original town of Salisbury.  
The projected line of  the Portway Roman road, which connected Old 
Sarum to Silchester (Calleva), runs through the western section of the 
airfield and follows the modern Portway road forming the airfield’s 
current northern boundary. The current southern boundary of the 
airfield, formed by the Old Sarum to Ford road, follows the projected 
line of the Roman road from Old Sarum to Winchester. Prior to 1917 
the area now occupied by Old Sarum Airfield formed part of a well-
preserved medieval open field system, unaffected by the Parliamentary 
Enclosure Acts of the 18th century and used for grazing livestock and 
other agricultural activities. 

The boundaries of the airfield are formed by mature hedges which have 
been in place since the airfield was established in 1917. In subsequent 
phases of the airfield’s development, the boundary changed to 
accomodate different buildings and areas (see figures � to 6). The 
landscape immediately outside the Study Area is predominantly rural in 
appearance, with small modern housing developments to the north and 
south-east of the airfield, a park and ride facility to the north-west, and 
a large open-area pig farm at the western end of the flying field. Parts 
of the land previously occupied by the airfield are now occupied by 
modern retail, office and commercial properties.  None of these are of 
such scale, nature or sufficiently extensive to disrupt the views towards 
the airfield from Old Sarum, nor greatly mar the approaches to the 
airfield along any of the 
surrounding roads.

The northern and southern boundaries of the current airfield are 
formed by the lines of the Roman roads running from Old Sarum to 
Silchester and to Winchester. A sense of historic continuity can be 
gained from the proximity of the airfield to the earthworks of Old 
Sarum, the fact that it respects the lines of two Roman roads, and that 
it roughly retains the shape of the original WWI (and slightly reduced 
WWII) airfield. The paucity of significant development within the area 
means that views to the airfield are uninterrupted from a number of 
directions: from the southern slopes of Old Sarum; from approach 
roads to the south, especially from Ford; and from the western 
approach roads.
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The Countryside Agency Countryside Character Initiative and 
Landscape Character Assessment has sought to identify the key 
characteristics of different landscape areas in England (Countryside 
Agency 1995). The following section describes the Salisbury Plain and 
West Wiltshire Downs within which Old Sarum Airfield is situated:

“Much of Salisbury Plain is a vast, rolling landscape of seemingly 
endless arable fields and unimproved grassland punctuated only by 
small hilltop woodlands of beech and conifer. There are also areas 
of pasture with very few hedges and low post and wire fences which 
maintain the feeling of openness. It is an upland grazing country, 
with spacious far horizons. The long and round barrows and dykes, 
commonly sited prominently on the low ridges, give a very special 
sense of an ancient landscape which is nowhere greater than in the 
views of Stonehenge across the open downs. Indeed, the Plain is of 
international significance, not just for the immediate World Heritage 
Site and Stonehenge, but for the ‘ritual’ landscapes and evidence of 
prehistoric activity. The sense of historical continuity is perhaps greatest 
when looking at the banks, trackways and strips of scrub and woodland 
which mark present-day parish boundaries. These extend up from the 
valleys onto the open down land and mark Saxon estate boundaries 
and Bronze Age land divisions’ (The Countryside Agency Countryside 
Character Initiative and Landscape Character Assessment: Salisbury 
Plain and West Wiltshire Downs)”

1st Edition OS map of 1887
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historic development
introduction
The following section summarises the main developments and events 
in the history of Old Sarum Airfield. There follows a description of the 
phases of physical development of the airfield, and those buildings and 
features which survive today from each phase. Appendix A provides a 
gazetteer of the buildings and features mentioned in the text.

brief historic context
The first military airfields in Britain were built for the army around 
Salisbury Plain, and for the Royal Naval Air Service around the coast. 
After the first German bomber raids on London in 1917, it became 
apparent that the distribution of airfields away from the coast to form 
a defensive arc around the capital would be required. This marked a 
fundamental shift in the conduct and logistics of warfare in England.

When the RAF was formed as the world’s first independent air force 
in April 1918, General Sir Hugh Trenchard, its founding father and 
Chief of Defence Staff, concentrated on the concept of offensive 
deterrence, a principle that guided the location and layout of stations 
until the Second World War. Offensive deterrence saw fleets of self-
defending bomber formations as the instrument of war most likely to 
ensure a swift victory in any future conflict. The geographical position 
of these bomber stations was a response to the considered need to 
deter aggression from France, in line with the then national defence 
policy aimed at providing an air force capable of meeting the strongest 
opponent within striking distance of Britain. The sites were selected 
by Air Commodore (later Air Chief Marshall Sir) Edgar Ludlow-Hewitt 
in East Anglia and Oxfordshire. They created an aircraft fighting zone 
some fifteen miles deep and extending around London from Duxford 
in Cambridgeshire to Salisbury Plain. Outline plans for the sites were 
produced by Ludlow-Hewitt and developed in detail by the staff of the 
Director of Works and Buildings.

All the air stations were planned in accordance with Trenchard’s 
requirements that the fabric must be dispersed against attack. On all 
the airfields, the technical site, comprising hangars and workshops, 
with the guard room and station headquarters placed at the site 
entrance, was separated from the domestic site with its barracks, 
institute and mess. This generated a particular layout which, while it 
has been truncated somewhat by modern development, still dominates 
the site of Old Sarum Airfield. 

Early Development 1917 – 1920
The site for Old Sarum Airfield was selected in 1917, to provide 
facilities for a training station for the rapidly expanding Royal Flying 
Corps (RFC). Like many others of this period, the airfield was provided 
with a cluster of General Service Sheds and a camp consisting largely 
of wooden buildings. It was opened in August 1917 and was briefly 
known at first as ‘Ford Farm’ but very soon took instead the name of 
the much more distinguished local fortifications. The airfield had a 
landing area (hereafter referred to as the ‘flying field’) that covered 
an area of roughly 64 hectares, including approximately 7.5 hectares 
occupied by station buildings. Its first task was to act as a base for the 
formation of three new day bomber squadrons which would ultimately 
be sent across the Channel to operate in France. 

The Royal Air Force (RAF) was founded on 1 April 1918, by the 
amalgamation of the Royal Flying Corp and Royal Naval Air Service. 
On the same day a new flying training unit was formed at Old Sarum 
to become the airfield’s principal resident unit. This was 11 Training 
Depot Station, whose task was the operational training of fresh 
aircrews.

At the end of World War I, Old Sarum was one of the few airfields 
which were not closed down as part of the post war run-down. In 
1920, 11 Training Squadron was disbanded and preparations were 
made to turn the station into the permanent home of the School of 
Army Co-operation. 
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The School of Army Cooperation and RAF Expansion Period 
1921 – 1939 
The School was transferred to Old Sarum from Stonehenge in January 
1921 and for many years ran mixed courses for Army and Air Force 
personnel. The prime task was the development of efficient air/ground 
communication under operational conditions, principally between Army 
officers, including those of the newly formed armoured forces and the 
pilots and observers of the RAF Army Cooperation Squadrons.

A ‘Special Duty Flight’ was formed here in about 1926 to work with the 
Experimental Gas School at Porton, not far away. This used a handful 
of aircraft including a Bristol Fighter, a Dart and a Horsley, but was 
transferred to Netheravon in 1928. In April 1924, 16 Squadron was 
formed at Old Sarum for cooperation with Army units in Southern 
Command. Initially equipped with Bristol Fighters, it subsequently 
received Atlases, in January 19�1 and Audaxes in December 19��. 

With these types it took part in exercises all over southern England. In 
June 19�8 it became the first unit to equip with the Westland Lysander.

The mid-19�0s saw the beginning of the RAF Expansion Scheme, where 
many First World War airfield sites were inspected to see if they would 
be suitable for the new permanent stations which were planned due to 
the increased threat to Britain from Nazi Germany. 

Old Sarum Airfield was identified as being suitable for becoming a 
permanent station, and the period between 19�4 and 19�7 saw the 
development of new domestic, administrative and technical buildings. 
This development saw the increase in the area of the airfield occupied 
by station buildings from 7.5 hectares to roughly 22 hectares. The 
flying field remained the same size.

Three other operational squadrons were based at the airfield for 
varying periods between 19�5 and 19�9. First of these was another 
army coop unit, 1� Squadron, whose Audaxes were based here from 
May 19�5. Next came the Hinds of a new light bomber squadron 
– 107 – which stayed here until 19�7.  The third unit, 59 Squadron, 
was actually formed here in June 19�7 and was a brand new army 
coop unit specially intended to carry out night reconnaissance, using 
Hector aircraft. Subsequently it was decided to replace these with 
comparatively high performance Blenheims and in May 19�9 the 
squadron transferred to Andover to make the transition.

The Second World War 1939 – 1945
At the outbreak of war the appearance of RAF Old Sarum had changed 
little. Its line of hangars (or Sheds) still looked out onto the grass flying 
field, while the old Roman road still formed the northern border of the 
airfield. The squadron continued to be primarily engaged in training 
and developing ground support techniques, including the spraying of 
poison gas, although this was never actually used. In February the 16 
Squadron left for France via Hawkinge and its place was taken by the 
first two Canadian flying units to arrive in Britain – 110 and 112 Royal 
Canadian Air Force (RCAF) Squadrons. The final operational unit to 
be based here during this period was 225 Squadron (RAF), another 
Lysander equipped unit. This took the place of 110 RCAF Squadron 
on 9 June 1940 and with the growing threat of a Nazi invasion of the 
British Isles, it was engaged in patrolling the south coast for 
enemy landings.

Hawker Hind
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In 19�9, the establishment of aircraft was increased to serve the 
expanding School of Army Cooperation. In February 1940 a new ‘D’ 
Flight was formed within the School for artillery spotting duties. It was 
out-stationed at Larkhill to be close to the Royal Artillery camp there 
and served as the nucleus from which all future Air Observation Post 
(AOP) units originated.

During the Battle of Britain, as losses mounted, the shortage of fighter 
pilots became so desperate that a number of army cooperation trainees 
were selected at Old Sarum and immediately sent to Hurricane and 
Spitfire training units.  During the massive campaign of enemy attacks 
on RAF airfields in the summer and autumn of 1940, Old Sarum 
escaped lightly but during the night of 11/12 May 1941 one hangar 
was burnt out in an air raid and two aircraft were destroyed.

During the first two years of war, it became clear that higher 
performance aircraft were needed and so a small number of 
Hurricanes and Harvards joined the unit in early 1941 and they were 
soon followed by a flight of Tomahawks. Because of the limitations 
of the landing ground at Old Sarum, a larger satellite was prepared 
at Oatlands Hill, some five miles away to the north-west. Oatlands 
Hill was equipped with only basic flying facilities and most of the 
maintenance work had still to be undertaken at Old Sarum but 
henceforth all higher performance aircraft would carry out their 
training programmes at Oatlands Hill.

In August 1941, the first full AOP squadron was formed. This was 651 
Squadron and it was equipped with Taylorcrafts, flown by specially 
trained army pilots. They were frequently detached to Larkhill to train 
with the gunners there and, in the following spring the squadron joined 
Army manoeuvres, thus establishing the practice of sending small 
detachments of aircraft to improvised advanced landing grounds ‘in 
the field’.

The advances in size and performance of aircraft types from Lysander 
to the Tomahawk prompted a reorganisation and the Training Wing 
was redesignated 41 Operational Training Unit. The development and 
teaching of methods of artillery reconnaissance were undertaken here 
from 1942. However, these activities required a permanent runway 
instead of a flying field, and so 41 OTU was transferred out in 1942.  
It was replaced by a new Fleet Air Arm Squadron, developing tactical 
reconnaissance. 

In 1942 Old Sarum became the principal base for the training of 
AOP with three new squadrons and 4� OTU moved from Larkhill to 
Old Sarum. While it was engaged in training new pilots, the facilities 
at Old Sarum continued to be used for the formation of new Auster 
squadrons.

655 Squadron formed in December 1942 for Southern Command, and 
took part in the huge ‘Spartan’ exercise in East Anglia in July 194� 
which tested the efficiency of Army co-operation squadrons under 
mobile conditions, and was effectively a rehearsal for the invasion and 
liberation of Northwest Europe. This led to the formation of Tactical Air 
Forces (TAF), which were created as replacements for RAF Army Co-
operation Command. 

1944 marked the end of a period of major expansion in the AOP 
squadrons and the spare hangar space at Old Sarum Airfield was used 
by �505 Servicing Unit, which maintained numerous aircraft operating 
in small and scattered detachments to provide practice facilities for 
Anti-Aircraft and Searchlight sites.

Plans for the D-Day landings were well advanced by early 1944 and 
included the requisition of all of the facilities at Old Sarum to form 
part of the 2nd TAF Concentration Area. This was, in effect, the 
hinterland and supply location of the many ports and embarkation 
points of the ships and landing craft of the invasion forces. All flying 
training was terminated and 4� OTU left the station entirely.
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Thousands of ground personnel and virtually all RAF motor transport 
vehicles destined for Normandy passed through Old Sarum in the  
D-Day period making it an integral part in the organisational structure 
of the D-Day landings. Seven large tented camps were set up in 
the countryside around the airfield and a force of over a thousand 
fitters was established to undertake the waterproofing of the 25,000 
invasion vehicles. A large part of the airfield was used to assemble the 
long lines of trucks and other vehicles and the station hangars were 
pressed into service as the principal workshops. The locations of the 
Concentration Area sites are recorded in document AIR �7-796 CAC� 
at the National Archives.

As D-Day arrived, there were no less than �4 aircraft at Old Sarum 
Airfield from three different squadrons (658, 659 and 662) waiting 
to be called forward. Ground support units, ranging from Sector 
Headquarters and Signals Wings to Servicing Parties and Repair Units 
continued to pass through until the flow finally ceased in November.
4.2.24 The School of Army Cooperation had been reformed at Old 
Sarum in June 194� and was subsequently retitled the RAF School of 
Army Cooperation. In 1944 it was reorganised as the School of Air 
Support. It was established with its own small fleet of aircraft. The 
experiences of war had highlighted the importance of inter service 
cooperation as never before and increasingly personnel from all three 
services became based at Old Sarum.

The Post War Years 1946 – 1979
In May 1947, the School was re-designated the School of Land/Air 
Warfare, training Air Force, Army and Navy officers. In 1956, in 
recognition of its importance and longevity, RAF Old Sarum was 
honoured by being given the Freedom of the City of Salisbury. At about 
the same time, the station also became the home of the Army Air 
Transport Training and Development Centre.  

One new aspect of post war aviation, which was of interest to all three 
services, was the widespread use of helicopters. Accordingly, on 1 June 
1961, the RAF element of the Helicopter Development Unit (HDU) was 
formed at Old Sarum, with a handful of early helicopter prototypes, 
Sycamores and Whirlwinds, to explore their military potential. In 1965 

a new Joint Helicopter Development Unit (JHDU) was formed at Old 
Sarum and it immediately absorbed the former HDU, which became a 
section entitled ‘Short Range Transport Development Unit’. 

In 196� 622 (Volunteer) Gliding School became based at Old Sarum 
and the School was amalgamated with the Amphibious Warfare School 
from Poole in Dorset to form the Joint Warfare Establishment, being 
equipped with a few Whirlwinds and Wessexes.
4.2.28 The final change was the amalgamation of Army Air Transport 
Development and the JHDU in 1968 to become the Joint Air Transport 
Establishment (JATE). In December 1971 Old Sarum ceased as an RAF 
base, although it served with the Army until 1979. 

1979 to the present day
In 1982 the ownership of the airfield was sold to Edgley Aircraft Ltd on 
a 999 lease together with the freehold ownership of Hangar 1 (later 
destroyed by fire). Hangar 2, the original control tower and other 
ancillary buildings adjacent to Hangar 1 and between Hangar 1 and 
the Portway (now all demolished). All these buildings belonged to the 
WWI phase of airfield development.

The buildings were used by Edgley for the design and manufacture of 
the Optica light observation aircraft and the airfield used to undertake 
test flying using the runway currently in existence and as defined by the 
MOD in the 999 year lease.

In 1986 the Optica business was purchased by Brooklands Aerospace 
Group who continued the building and flying of Optica Aircraft 
together with other aerospace activities. In 1986 Brooklands obtained 
a CAA license for the airfield which formally defined the runway 
position and allowed flying training to be carried out (initially by the 
Wiltshire Aerospace Club).

Following the destruction of Hangar 1 by fire in 1987 Brooklands 
purchased Hangar � (the easternmost hangar).

In 1989 the airfield lease and Hangar � was purchased by Blanefield 
Investments (not Blanefield Property Company Ltd) and Brooklands 
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continued aircraft manufacture in Hangar 2 for a short period 
before moving manufacture to Hurn airport (now Bournemouth 
International Airport).

In 1982 a licence was granted to Megastream to occupy Hangar � and 
the airfield. This was turned into a lease in April 1985.

The rest of the site is a mix of residential and industrial sites. 
Residential areas are located to the east, occupying the old airfield 
married quarters and Officers’ mess, now known as Throgmorton 
Hall. Industrial/business units occupy a large number of the original 
WWI and WWII airfield buildings, as well as several large modern 
warehouses, office blocks and car showrooms, the development of 
which is continuing to the present day.

The physical development of Old Sarum Airfield, and 
the elements which survive today
The individual buildings and features that survive on the airfield are 
described in detail in the Gazetteer (Appendix A). Figure 2 illustrates 
the phased development of the airfield and Figures �-6 reproduce the 
OS Maps from 1887-1975.

Pre-1917
The open areas of the airfield still retain its medieval ‘open-field’ 
character . The OS First Edition Map of 1887 (see Figure �) shows 
that the area was not enclosed as a result of the various Parliamentary 
Enclosure Acts which began in 1750 and remained virtually untouched 
up to 1917. The use of this area as a flying field over the last century 
has meant that the open-field landscape has survived here, avoiding 
the partitioning and development that characterises many other areas 
surrounding the City of Salisbury.

1917 – 1921: The First World War Buildings
The construction of the RFC training station began in 1917, and was 
completed in early 1918. The airfield was contained, as it is today, 
within the existing boundaries formed by the Old Sarum to Ford road at 
the south, Green Lane to the east, the Portway to the north and Castle 
Road to the west. 

Horsley
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The technical and administrative buildings were constructed in the 
northern part of the airfield,  along the axis of the Portway. The 
technical and administrative areas were connected by a road which 
ran parallel to the Portway, within the airfield boundary. The airfield 
was temporarily run from Ford Farm at the south eastern end of the 
flying field, while the Flight Commander’s Office and associated 
administrative buildings were being constructed.

The following features formed the core of the first phase of the training 
station development: the flying field (at its original extent stretching 
from Castle Road to Green Lane); the Technical Area, incorporating 
the general service aeroplane sheds (three pairs of end-opening 
general service (GS) aeroplane sheds and a single aeroplane repair 
section (ARS) shed, the guardhouse at the entrance from Portway (now 
demolished), carpenter ’s shop, dope shop, technical stores, Q store, 
metal workshop, motor transport sheds and yard and machine gun 
range; the Administrative Area, with Flight Commander’s office; squash 
raquets court and Domestic Areas, including Ford Farm house and 
temporary wooden barrack blocks at the eastern end of the Technical 
Area. Of these the following survive:

n The Flying Field: the extent now reduced to its WW2 boundaries
n General Service Aeroplane Sheds – 2 remaining out of �
n The Aeroplane Repair Section (ARS) Shed
n Carpenter ’s Shop & Dope Shop 28�/17 (Wood Workshop & 

Parachute Store)
n Flight Commander’s Office
n Technical Stores
n Salvage Shed (Q Store)
n Metal Workshop
n Motor Transport Sheds & Yard
n Squash Racquets Court
n Machine Gun Range
n Ford Farm house

These surviving buildings represent an almost complete (other than 
one pair of sheds) assemblage of WWI technical buildings, but none 
of the domestic and administrative buildings from this phase survive. 
Of all the buildings constructed during this phase of development, the 
surviving buildings represent approximately an 80% sample.

The Development of the Army School of Cooperation and 
the RAF Expansion Period: 1921 - 1939
The Army School of Cooperation was founded in 1921, and prompted 
the construction of domestic quarters to accommodate incoming 
personnel and their families, and new technical buildings to meet 
the need for new training equipment. These domestic buildings were 
located just to the north of the Portway for Warrant Officers in 1921, 
away from the main body of the station close to Ford Farm for Officers 
in 192�, and directly to the north-east of the administration area for 
NCOs and airmen in the mid-1920s. An engine test house was also 
constructed within the area occupied by the WWI motor transport sheds 
and yard. 

A second phase of development was instigated as a result of the 1�6th 
meeting of the RAF Building Sub-Committee in 19��, when new sick 
quarters were built. Within the Technical Area, a camera obscura (a 
building in which images of outside objects were projected on to a 
screen from a long-focus lens using natural light) was installed at the 
apron of the airfield, giving a �600 view.

The third phase of development of the Old Sarum Airfield came about 
as a result of the RAF Expansion Scheme which took place between 
19�4 and 19�7. The officers’ mess and quarters (now Throgmorton 
Hall) was built in 19�4, and in 19�5 a new station headquarters 
was built on a plot of vacant land located between the Technical and 
Administrative Areas to the south of the Portway Road. The complex 
accommodated senior staff and administrators and became the main 
entrance to the school complex.

In 19�6 further training buildings were constructed, including two 
Haskard Ranges, located directly to the east of the station HQ. This 
was followed by the construction of a parade ground, four barrack 
buildings and a mess area for airmen, which was surrounded by a 
large area of formally planted deciduous trees to the north of 
the Portway.

By the end of 19�6 Old Sarum Airfield had the appearance of a typical 
Expansion Period airfield. It comprised neo-Georgian administration 
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and domestic buildings from the 19�0s, supported by the earlier WWI 
technical buildings and hangars. The Army School of Cooperation 
thus had a full complement of technical, administration and domestic 
buildings, and development more or less ceased. However, as the 
threat of hostilities increased, pilot training needed to become more 
cost effective and efficient. ‘Link’ trainers were developed to provide 
simulator instrument training. Two Link trainers were built at Old Sarum 
Airfield in 19�7. 

The key loss from this period is the parade ground and associated 
buildings, which lay to the north of the Portway. The surviving buildings 
represent about half of the buildings constructed during this period. 
Surviving buildings of this period comprise:

n The Flying Field – reduced from its original extent in 19�6, and 
demarcated with intermittent areas of hard standing around the 
perimeter  

n Air Ministry Boundary Markers around the airfield
n Engine Test House
n Link Trainer
n Camera Obscura
n Sick Quarters
n Station Headquarters
n Army Co-operation School Building and Haskard ranges
n Officers’ Mess and Quarters
n Officers’ Married Quarters
n Warrant Officers’ Married Quarters
n NCOs and Airmen’s Married Quarters

The Second World War: 1939 – 1945
At the beginning of the Second World War, a battle headquarters was 
constructed within Old Sarum Airfield, 200 metres to the south of 
the station headquarters. Three FW/� Type 22 pillboxes were built, 
one within the flying field close to the new battle headquarters, one 
between Portway Road and the perimeter track and one beyond the 
officers’ mess on the Portway. The pillbox that was located between 
Hangar � and the runway, adjacent to the battle headquarters was 
recently demolished, as were aspects of the battle headquarters. The 
flying field itself remained unchanged, and has done ever since.

Post-War: 1946 – 1979
After the war, the Old Sarum Airfield remained a training school for 
the British Armed Forces, leading ultimately to the foundation of the 
Joint Air Transport Establishment (JATE). The infrastructure of the 
station was sufficient for the administration and technical functions 
but the domestic areas were expanded to accommodate the increase 
in the number of personnel. Accommodation for NCOs and airmen 
was located within part of the former WWI domestic area between the 
flying field and Officers’ Mess, and new officers’ married quarters were 
placed on a site previously used as a grazing pen by a tenant farmer.

In the 1950s and 1960s, several buildings associated with the running 
of the flying field were constructed, including a control tower, an oil 
tank base and a number of temporary administrative and technical 
buildings, including several Uni-Seco and Vic Hallam prefabricated 
office buildings.

FW/� Type 22 Pillbox located beyond the Officers’ Mess along the Portway
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All of the buildings that were constructed at this time survive today. 
They include: 

n The Control Tower
n Oil installation
n Uni-Seco hut/Vic Hallam huts
n NCOs and Airmen’s Married Quarters
n Officers’ Married Quarters

1979 to present
Parts of the site and a number of buildings have continued in either 
aviation or military use, including those used by the Old Sarum Flying 
Club which occupies the easternmost of the three hangars and the 
buildings within the apron of the flying field, and the Territorial Army 
which occupies the old station HQ and the motor vehicle sheds and 
yard.

In 1986 the westernmost hangar was destroyed by fire, leaving a 
large open area at the western end of the technical areas, which was 
subsequently redeveloped with offices and warehouses. Since the 
1980s Old Sarum Business Park has occupied the Administrative Area 
at the eastern end of the site and comprises modern warehouses, 
brick-built offices and car showrooms. Wessex Archaeology currently 
occupies the Army School of Cooperation complex.
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the current character of old 
sarum airfield
spatial analysis
Airfields of the First and Second World Wars generally follow the same 
layout, and are divided into four main functional areas: the Flying 
Field; the Technical Areas (which contained aircraft  sheds and their 
support buildings as well as buildings which coordinated activity on the 
flying field); the Administrative Areas (including the Headquarters and 
associated support offices, as well as a large open parade ground); 
and Domestic Areas which were located away from the main body of 
the airfield and were segregated according to rank and marital status.

Old Sarum Airfield follows this layout and all four functional areas can 
still be understood and appreciated in the buildings and spaces that we 
see today. These main areas are represented as ‘character areas’ on 
Figure 7, where the locations of current buildings are also shown.

The Flying Field
This is the dominant part of the airfield and dictates its shape, as well 
as the layout of the surrounding airfield buildings. It occupies over 
three-quarters of the airfield and has not been significantly altered 
since its establishment in 1917. There has never been a formal runway 
within the flying field.

View of hangars from flying field
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The Technical Area
The majority of this area consists of WWI buildings built between 1917 
and 1918. Buildings and structures within the area include the hangars 
(also known as Aeroplane Sheds) and buildings associated with support 
functions relating to the hangars and the operation of the flying field. 
There has been some modern development within the Technical Area, 
and some of the buildings have been altered to accommodate modern 
business uses. These comprise the main entrance to the site from 
the Portway (the site of the former guardhouse) and the Castle Gate 
Industrial Estate. There is also a machine-gun range, built in 1918 
and set away from the main technical area on the eastern boundary of 
the airfield – it is closely associated with the technical function of the 
airfield, used for testing and training.

The Administrative Area
This area is located to the east of the Technical Area, and is the 
one part of the airfield that does not retain its original appearance 
and character, due to the intrusion of industrial and commercial 
development of Old Sarum Business Park. The area was originally 
occupied by WWI administration and domestic buildings, prior to the 
business park development, but now only retains the Expansion Period 
station headquarters, the sick quarters / infirmary and Army School of 
Cooperation buildings.

The extension to the WWI 25-yard Machine-gun Range in the form of the 40ft  Aircraft 
Machine-gun Range

The Army Co-operation School Building
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The Domestic Area
There are several domestic areas associated with the airfield. These lie 
at the north-eastern end of the site and comprise the officers’ mess and 
quarters at Throgmorton Hall, single warrant officers’ house north of 
the Portway., NCOs and airmen’s married quarters on Green Lane, and 
the 1950s/1960s officers’ married accommodation on   
Manor Farm Road.

Site layout and open spaces 
From the main entrance to Old Sarum Airfield, a tree-lined avenue 
of small-scale WWI buildings leads eastwards to the entrance to the 
flying field, which is flanked by the hangars. The approach suddenly 
opens up, with views of the surrounding landscape and other airfield 
buildings. The character of this area, provided by the surviving 
landscaping and the setting of the buildings, has not been altered to 
such a degree that it has lost all semblance of a wartime airfield. 

The character of the airfield is open. Whilst there is a substantial 
amount of building, within the Technical Area in particular, and 
some enclosed areas, such as the station headquarters, the airfield 
has a strong and distinct character, in part created by its planned 
landscaping and tree cover. The main area of significant planned 
landscaping is in the Technical Area where trees line the roads and 
verges.  Even within the areas of modern development, an attempt 
has been made to maintain the existing open spaces such as the area 
around Ottons Land Rover dealership. Factors which contribute to this 
open character include:

n The flying field, which occupies over three-quarters of the area 
enclosed by the airfield;

n The location of the airfield within an open, rural landscape;

n The survival of the original layout of the airfield within the main 
technical area, including long views along the main roads and the 
detached nature of many of the airfield’s buildings, separated or 
surrounded by open spaces.

n Large mature trees, mainly within the technical area, providing 
screens and backdrops to buildings and reinforcing the appearance 
of open spaces.

Views, vistas and focal points
The openness of the airfield, its road alignments and trees, and the 
position and design of its buildings provide many different views, vistas 
and focal points which contribute to its character and attractiveness, 
and highlight historic features.

The Officers’ Married Quarters in Green Lane
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Aspects of particular importance include the wide and long views 
across the flying field. Old Sarum and the northern extents of Ford 
village Ford village can be seen from the flying field, providing 
an appreciation of the airfield’s location within a continuous and 
important historic landscape. Long views along some roads provide 
a distinctly military feel, notably the Portway, on which lie the Station 
Headquarters and School of Army 
Co-operation buildings.  

Views from within the boundaries of the airfield also provide the visitor 
with an impression of being within a rural landscape, in particular 
along the main road leading to the hangars.

Landscaping and boundaries
Within the airfield, surfaces are mostly modern tarmac, except around 
the hangars and the airfield apron where original concrete surfaces 
survive. There is not a great amount of street furniture, predominantly 
concrete lighting columns along the roads in the administrative area 
and simple road name boards, providing a relatively uncluttered feel to 
the place. Where signage and street furniture does exist, it tends to be 
modern and associated with modern development. 
Within the Technical and Domestic Areas, a large number of the 
original trees survive. In particular, the tree lined avenue linking the 
Technical and Administrative Areas remains as it appears on maps from 
19�6. Within the Administrative Area trees are limited to small stands 
planted in the 1980s during the development of Old Sarum 
Business Park.

The perimeter boundaries of the airfield survive today in the form of 
roads, paths, Air Ministry boundary stones from the 1920s, as well as 
hedges. Within the airfield there are several modern boundaries which 
have cut off the links between the different functional areas.  
Key boundary features are:

n The mature hedges and trees along the perimeter of the airfield that 
define the boundary of the flying field area sub-let to Megastream.

n Simple iron railings separating the officers’ mess from the airmen’s 
married quarters

n Simple wood panel fences, installed as part of modern development

character area analysis
The following section describes the current character of each of the 
functional areas in turn. Detailed descriptions of the buildings and 
features within the Study Area may be found in the gazetteer, 
Appendix A.

The Flying Field 
The flying field has been utilised for the take off and landing of military 
aircraft throughout the twentieth century. The flying field is still used, 
albeit reduced in size and in a civilian capacity. What was the southern 
half of the flying field is now used as agricultural land, predominantly 
a pig farm, and temporary barriers delineate these areas.

The main buildings on the flying field are the WWII Type 22 pillboxes 
and battle headquarters. The 1950s control tower stands on the apron 
adjacent to the Technical Area, along with compass points, refuelling 
point and Old Sarum Flying Club buildings.

The pillboxes are of standard monolithic reinforced concrete. One such 
pillbox formed part of the outer defences and the others are within 
the airfield boundary. This class of pillbox is the most common design 
found on or near military airfields.

The battle HQ is not a standard design and is unique to Old Sarum. 
At ground-level it consists of a small brick-built (concrete slab roof) 
sunken observation room with loopholes on three sides. The block has 
a concrete slab roof with escape hatch and a heavy steel door.

Views of this area from the station HQ have been obscured by modern 
warehouse buildings in the Administrative Area. However, the views 
from the pillbox and battle HQ to the remainder of the airfield, and all 
of the flying field, are still intact.

It is possible that there are surviving landing lights positioned within 
the flying field. Certainly, at the western end of the airfield, next to the 
boundary hedge separating the flying field from agricultural land, there 
are surviving remnants of a concrete slab perimeter track that probably 
dates from WWII.
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There is no formal landscaping within the flying field, although the 
grass is routinely cut. The boundaries of the outer extents of the flying 
field are provided by the apron with the technical area to the north, 
and to the other three sides by mature hedges and roads.

Technical Area
There are two technical areas, the main one located in the northern 
part of the airfield, to the south of the Portway, now partly occupied 
by the Castle Gate Industrial Estate and the machine-gun range at the 
eastern end of the flying field. Both technical areas were constructed 
as part of the original WWI airfield development, and in the absence 
of substantial modern development, retain almost all of their original 
buildings. The WWI technical buildings are of a style representative of 
many of the airfields of the time.

The main Technical Area was originally used for the storage and 
maintenance of planes in the main aeroplane repair sheds (ARSs), with 
surrounding buildings housing specialist support services, such as the 
dope shop, carpenters and metalworking shop. 

Today this area is area is used by the Old Sarum Flying Club which 
occupies the southern part of the area (the airfield ‘apron’) and the 
eastern (Shed 4) of the three aeroplane sheds. The other two sheds 
(general service sheds) are used as workshops and for storage by 
different companies, and the smaller technical support buildings are 
used as business premises. The western end of the area, where the 
third general service shed once stood, is now totally occupied by large 
modern warehouse buildings associated with the Castle Gate Industrial 
Estate.

The area is dominated by the three aeroplane sheds, listed Grade II*:  
the two general service aeroplane sheds (of 16 bays with steel-framed 
windows and clad in green/grey painted steel panels with pitched 
corrugated roofs) and the central, single-span aeroplane repair shed 
with pitched roof and workshop annexe.  The workshops to the north of 
Hangar 2 are Grade II Listed Buildings.

Located just to the west of the Administrative Area are two standard 
Royal Flying Corps 1�-bay motor transport (MT) vehicle sheds, facing 
each other and separated by an 80ft wide motor vehicle manoeuvring 
area.  The sheds are similar in form and scale, but the northern one 
has two repair bays at the west end and a pair of motor-cycle bays. 
Adjacent to the western gable is a brick-built fuel attendant’s shelter, 
and at the north-east end of the sheds is a two-cell engine test house.

A post-war Control Tower has replaced the WWI Flight Office that 
used to be located in front of the westernmost GS Shed. Its date of 
construction is unknown and it is a non-standard design. The building 
is a rectangular two storey, brick-built structure. 

The ancillary technical buildings are all single-storey, and built mainly 
from brick covered with green/grey render. The smaller buildings 
mostly retain their original fenestration either of timber sash frames 
or steel casements. The majority of the buildings have modern, 

Heating Chamber
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The machine-gun range marks the eastern extent of the flying field, 
and consists of red brick walls, each 40ft high with concrete buttresses, 
forming three sides of a square enclosure. A small wooden hut is 
situated at the south of the middle wall, with a wooden panel-built 
building at its southern side that accommodated the fighter planes. 
There are no modern buildings or structures within the machine-gun 
range, which is now fenced off. It was not possible to gain access to 
this area during the appraisal and so the survival and condition of 
original features within the range could not be assessed. The range is a 
prominent feature within the airfield, and is visible from a wider area. 
It can be seen clearly from the southern approaches to Ford, and from 
the ramparts of Old Sarum. 

Administrative Area
The Administrative Area lies immediately adjacent to the eastern end of 
the main Technical Area, and contains the surviving Expansion Period 
Station Headquarters and the Army School of Cooperation, both built 
between 19�5 and 19�6. The area was also once occupied by WWI 
buildings, used for administration and temporary accommodation. The 
majority of these buildings survived until the early-mid 1980s, when 
they were removed to make way for units associated with the Old 
Sarum Business Park.

The Territorial Army currently occupy the Station HQ (as well as the 
WWI Motor Transport Sheds and yard), and Wessex Archaeology 
occupies the Army School of Cooperation buildings.
Of the remaining building complexes, the Station HQ survives in a 
more intact state. It is a two-storey flat fronted brick building with a 
hidden flat concrete roof, flanked by two single storey pavilions with 
hipped roofs. The original windows have been replaced, and there 
is a modern extension, but the building is still imposing, and modern 
clutter has been kept to a minimum. The Army School of Cooperation 
and sick quarters / infirmary buildings have been subject to more 
extensive improvements, including modern UPVC windows throughout. 
New doors and fire escapes have also been added to both parts of the 
complex. An extension has also been built which connects the main 
school building to the infirmary. The ambulance station and attached 
mortuary were demolished to make way for this extension in the late 
1990s.

pitched, corrugated metal roofs, of standard �0ft span timber trusses 
fixed to brick piers. All these buildings are currently in use by private 
businesses which have modified the appearances somewhat by signage 
and painted exterior walls. 

Modern warehouse buildings and single and two storey office buildings 
are located at the western end of the technical area, where the third 
GS shed once stood, in a modern industrial complex backing onto 
the Portway. They are separated from the surviving WWI buildings by 
a large hedge which runs along the length of the boundary between 
the WWI and modern buildings. The Castle Gate Industrial Estate 
now occupies land at the entrance to the site where early airfield 
buildings once stood, including the original guardhouse, the location 
of which is commemorated by a plaque on the side of one of the new 
buildings. Larger buildings (on the footprint of the third GS aeroplane 
shed) are constructed of corrugated steel with pitched roofs.  Modern 
office accommodation is located to the south of the warehouses and 
faces onto the flying field, from which it is separated by an earth 
bund approximately half a metre high. The buildings look out onto 
the flying field, are low rise, constructed of modern dark bricks, with 
pitched roofs and UPVC sash windows. The area is served by a series 
of modern roads which do not match the layout of the original airfield 
roads and paths.

Views from the support buildings to the Aeroplane Sheds have not been 
altered significantly, and views from the Sheds to the open flying field 
have also been preserved. However, a large wood-panel boundary 
fence has obscured views into the Administrative area. The fence is 7 ft 
high with a gate adjacent to the Wessex Archaeology complex.
The original road network of the main technical area survives relatively 
intact, although modern kerbstones and road surfaces have replaced 
the original hard landscaping. The main road that originally connected 
the Technical Area to the Administrative Area is still in use, although it 
has been truncated at the eastern end by the fence described above.

No original street furniture associated with the WWI airfield or 
Expansion Period layout survives. Modern signs identifying businesses 
and directing traffic to the Flying Club have also been erected.
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Between the surviving buildings of the Administrative Area and the 
Flying Field, a number of modern buildings have been constructed in 
the place of smaller accommodation and administrative buildings of 
the Expansion Period. All the modern buildings are brick built and of 
two storeys with pitched roofs. There is also a large car park. Buildings 
also extend eastwards, housing modern offices, car showrooms and 
warehouses, each with their own access routes and car parking areas.  
The road layout within the area has been significantly altered by the 
construction of these buildings.  Views that were once open to the 
flying field from this area have also now been obscured.

The site of the parade ground, originally located north of the Portway, 
is now occupied by a 1980s housing estate. All the houses are of 
modern brick construction with pitched roofs. There is no evidence of 
the original parade ground layout in the new development.

A large modern fence now blocks the road linking the army school 
(Wessex Archaeology) and the station HQ and Technical Area. The 
station HQ is also surrounded by a 7ft high brick wall topped with 
barbed wire, which divorces it not only from the Army School, but also 
from the rest of the airfield.

Landscaping in this area consists of gravel flower beds and trees, all 
associated with the more modern development. Street furniture consists 
of modern lampposts, signs and paving. Near the Wessex Archaeology 
buildings mature trees and flowerbeds may represent surviving 
elements of the Expansion Period landscaping. 

The Domestic Areas
There are five main domestic areas. The surviving elements of  
these are:

n Ford Farmhouse (used in 1917-1918 as temporary accommodation 
but not built specially for purpose)

n The warrant officers’ married accommodation, single house north 
of the Portway – 19�1

n The officers’ married quarters at the central and southern end of 
Green Lane – 192� and 1950s.

n The NCO and airmen’s married quarters (at NE end of airfield, next 
to the officers’ mess – built mid-1920s)

n The officers’ mess & quarters – 19�4

None of the domestic areas are now in military use, and have been 
converted into private residences. However, none of the buildings 
within the area have been altered to such a degree that their original 
character has been changed beyond recognition. Furthermore, as 
a group, the surviving domestic accommodation provides examples 
of military domestic architecture from every decade of the site’s 
development. 

Ford Farmhouse
This was originally used by the station commander and is located at 
the north of the village of Ford. The area around the farm house has 
seen little development, although there is a large modern housing 
development between it and the south-eastern corner of the flying field.

Warrant Officer ’s Married Accommodation
This is a single-storey house directly north of the Portway, near the 
modern-day turning into Old Sarum Business Park. This building is 
now used as a private residence. It was built in 19�1 and is a three-
bedroom two-storey house of standard design. It has been little 
altered, although additions have been made to the doors, windows and 
front garden.  This building has not been included with the proposed 
Conservation Area boundary as it now forms part of a terrace of later 
houses that are not associated with the airfield.

NCO and Airmen’s Married Quarters
This area is located at the north-eastern end of the airfield, between 
the Administrative Area and officers’ mess and quarters. It is still used 
as a residential area, although all the buildings are now in private 
ownership. ‘The Close’ and ‘Southside’ are small post-WWII Air 
Ministry estates of NCO and airmen’s housing. The Close is based 
on a ‘U’-shaped planning scheme with two terrace rows each of six 
houses conforming to north and south aspect designs. At the head of 
The Close was originally a pair of semi-detached houses, but these 
have since been extended with an additional house at each end. There 
is another semi-detached block fronting on to Green Lane, while 
Southside has a detached terrace of three houses.
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Officers’ Married Quarters at Green Lane
Located in Green Lane are two semi-detached and a detached 
Officers’ Married Quarters, the design of which dates to 192�. These 
residences were for either a wing commander or a squadron leader. 
This particular style of property is based on a 1921 standard model 
(�59/21) but this is a roughcast version of 192�.

Officers’ Mess north facing front elevation The rear entrance elevation of the Officers’ Mess

Officers’ Mess and Quarters
The combined officers’ mess and quarters was erected during 19�5 
on a new site at the road junction of the Portway and Green Lane. 
The building’s design is unique and reflects the importance placed on 
Old Sarum as a School of Army Co-operation. It is based on a ‘U’-
shaped plan-form with the mess at ground floor level located within 
the central block. Today the building is known as Throgmorton Hall, a 
private residential area consisting of 15 apartments within the original 
building. All windows have been replaced in UPVC.  A veranda has 
been created along two sides of both wings but this does not detract 
from the outstanding and impressive architectural treatment of the 
building. The building is set in impressive and mature grounds.
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the airfield’s special qualities 
the architectural interest of old sarum airfield
The Airfield’s history and architectural interest gives it national 
significance, as one of only three surviving airfields of its type in 
Britain. The fact that the flying field and some of the technical 
buildings are still in use further adds to this significance. Three of 
the airfield’s buildings are listed Grade II* and two are listed Grade 
II, and are of special architectural and historical interest in their own 
right. The ‘setting’ of these buildings, in the form of surrounding 
buildings and open space that contribute to the understanding of their 
function and to the character of their environs, is already a material 
consideration in the planning process.

In April 2000 English Heritage’s Listing Team completed a thematic 
study of over 700 military aviation sites and structures dating from 
the first decade of the Twentieth Century to 1945 (Lake 2000). In this 
study, English Heritage identified key aspects of Old Sarum airfield that 
were considered to contribute to its value. These included:

n The completeness of the groups of technical buildings of the WWI 
period

n The survival of the flying field without subsequent major alterations
n Old Sarum’s unique status as the only Training Depot Station with 

surviving coupled General Service Shed and  Repair Shed

In addition, buildings of the Expansion Period on the site also retain 
their original character, in particular the Station Headquarters, which 
has seen very little alteration and retains many of its original fittings 
and fixtures. The WWII pillboxes and battle headquarters survive 
as built , although after the preparation of this document it was 
discovered that elements of the battle headquarters and the pillbox 
adjacent to it had undergone partial demolition.. Modern development 
has not detracted greatly from the overall military feel of the place, 
in particular the Technical Area, with its tree lined roads and well 
preserved buildings.

The following buildings and structures have been identified during this 
appraisal as being of particular architectural interest.

n Hangars (General Service and Aeroplane Repair Sheds), Flying 
Field and technical buildings: The WWI hangars have been 
recognised as being of national importance, and all three are 
Grade II* Listed Buildings. The workshops to the north of Hangar 2 
are a Grade II Listed Building. Their important relationship with the 
open flying field remains unaltered, owing mainly to the continued 
use of airfield. 

n Motor Transport Sheds & Yard: these are in very good condition. 

n Machine Gun Range:  this is a good surviving example of its type.

n Air Ministry Boundary Markers: These are quite rare survivals 
demarcating the 1921 – 19�0 boundary of the airfield.

n Station Headquarters: This is a Grade II Listed Building. It is still 
used for a military purpose, and is in good condition

n Pillboxes/Battle Headquarters: These provide good surviving 
evidence of the WWII period of airfield use.

Motor Transport Yard with vehicle sheds
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the historic interest of old sarum airfield
The County of Wiltshire is the birthplace of fixed-wing British Military 
Aviation. Old Sarum Airfield was part of the group of military sites 
focussed on the Salisbury Plain area, and it played a key role in the 
two World Wars of the Twentieth century. The principal roles of the 
Airfield were in training and inter-forces cooperation for Land/Air 
Warfare, which remained, with some interruptions until the site’s 
closure in 1979.

The airfield is associated with well known people and events. During 
World War II high ranking officials from the Allied forces met at Old 
Sarum to study the impacts of their strategies. Air Observation Units 
were formed and trained at Old Sarum and it was used by the Special 
Operations Executive (SOE) for airdrops into France and for anti-
invasion coast patrols by the Royal Canadian Air Force Unit. For the 
‘Battle of Britain’ trainee fighter pilots were selected from the Old 
Sarum and sent to Hurricane and Spitfire Training Units. The airfield 
played a key role in the Allied Invasion and the D Day Landings. It was 
the supply point of the invasion force and thousands of personnel and 
over 25,000 vehicles passed through the site in the preparations for 
the landings. Three squadrons flew from Old Sarum Airfield as part of 
the invasion.

The airfield was later used as a strategic training school for NATO 
forces, who attended various courses to develop combat strategies 
during the Cold War. It is likely that many high ranking Army personnel 
from many of the world’s armed forces have been to Old Sarum during 
this time. 

Documents accessed at the Public Records Office provide evidence 
of the meetings, courses and events staged at Old Sarum airfield. 
The document reference numbers are included within this report as 
Appendix B.

The Airfield is also of archaeological interest. It lies between two 
Roman roads, and at the foot of Old Sarum - there is the potential for 
buried archaeological remains associated with these earlier periods of 
landscape history to survive within the undisturbed parts of the site. In 

addition, remains or foundations associated with the twentieth century 
development and use of the site as an airfield may survive beneath 
open areas of car parking or landscaping at the eastern end of 
the site.

Intrusion and damage to the special qualities of Old 
Sarum Airfield
There are factors that detract from the value of the airfield - features 
of the modern landscape that are visually intrusive or harmful to the 
surviving character of the airfield as described above. 

In terms of the airfield’s layout, in places some new and substantial 
buildings have altered the original form of the airfield, substituting 
former structures with modern ones that do not demonstrate the 
character of the early airfield buildings. At the Western end of the 
Technical Area, in terms of scale, extent and massing, new buildings 
are not dissimilar to the former airfield buildings, but their look is quite 
different. There are also empty areas in these modern developments 
(such as at the entrance to the Old Sarum Business Park by Ottons 
Land Rover dealership), where airfield buildings have been demolished 
and nothing new put in their place. The sub-division of this area and 
the Administrative Area, with new fences and walls, makes the original 
layout hard to decipher. The once clear cut boundary of the built up 
part of the airfield at the eastern end of the Administrative Area is now 
extended and blurred.

Particularly in the Administrative Area, but also at the western end 
of the main Technical Area, the airfield does not retain the feel of a 
military site, and has lost much of its original character. This is not 
helped by the lack of attention to and maintenance of the landscaping 
in some parts of the airfield – in neglected areas such as at the site 
entrance and around the machine gun range, for example.

Some of the views into the airfield have been compromised by modern 
development around its perimeter. In particular, modern buildings 
block the view to the flying field from the station headquarters, 
and new buildings at the western end of the Technical Area, at the 
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entrance, spoil the approach to the hangars from the main road. Views 
from the Technical Area to the former Administrative Area are also 
blocked by a new fence.

In terms of the buildings themselves, some buildings of early phases 
of the site’s development have been lost, in particular the WWI 
administration in particular the former guardhouse and domestic 
buildings, and the Expansion Period parade ground to the north of 
Portway. The appearance of some of the key buildings has been altered 
by new signage, painting and modern fenestration, as described 
above. The original planting and landscaping that survives in the main 
Technical Area, is missing from the Administrative Area and other parts 
of the airfield.
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part � conclusions and    
  recommendations
meeting the criteria for designation
Part 2 of this document provides a detailed appraisal of the 
character of Old Sarum Airfield, in order to determine its special 
qualities, analysing the various aspects of its character in the format 
recommended by English Heritage.

Based on this thorough understanding of character, and of the special 
qualities of the airfield, there follows a summary assessment of the 
eligibility of Old Sarum as a Conservation Area, set against the criteria 
for eligibility established in Part 1. These criteria were grouped under 
the headings of: 

n Group or area quality,
n Architectural Interest, 
n Historic interest, and 
n the potential for preservation or enhancement. 

group or area quality
Despite some modern intrusion, the airfield retains much of the fabric 
of its historic development, and the surviving pattern of the majority 
of the buildings and spaces represents the original layout of the 
site as built in WWI, with additions from the RAF Expansion period 
immediately adjacent to the WW1 group. This part of the site is 
contained, with clear boundaries, and within those boundaries there 
is a distinctive military feel. Indeed, views to the airfield from higher 
ground at Old Sarum and from nearby Ford, which are important 
historic landscape features in their own right, are unspoilt, and afford 
uninterrupted appreciation of the original layout of the airfield and 
of its key structures, clustered as they are together along the Portway. 
Views and surviving links between the different areas of the airfield 
contribute to the quality of the group’s character.

architectural interest 
For such a profoundly functional site such as Old Sarum Airfield, 
the historical and architectural interests are strongly interlinked. 
The airfield is a rare, almost complete, surviving example of a WWI 
airfield, including flying field and technical buildings, with an almost 
complete set of technical buildings still surviving, including three 
hangars Listed Grade II* and flying field virtually unmodified. The 
station headquarters and a workshop close to Hangar 2 are Grade II 
Listed Buildings. The airfield is functionally distinct, and in continued 
use for civil aviation, and some of its buildings for military use by the 
TA. There is still a strong link between the function and form of the 
buildings despite the presence of some modern internal boundaries. 
The airfield provides a unique survival of what was once a number of 
training depot stations, which would have had similar configurations 
and combinations of buildings. The open spaces and green qualities 
within the airfield provide an attractive environment, designed with the 
quality of life and enjoyment of its original occupants in mind, as well 
as providing camouflage for key buildings. In particular, the surviving 
tree lined roads within the Technical Area evoke a past era of military 
landscape design, recognisable in decreasing numbers of WWI and 
Expansion Period sites across the country. 

�5

Tree lined avenue leading from main entrance to the Technical Area
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historic interest
Despite intrusions and damage to some aspects of the architectural 
significance of the airfield, the site’s historic significance remains 
undisputed, and it even retains its historic function through continued 
use by the Flying Club. The Airfield played an important early role in 
the training of Britain’s airborne military, and through participation in 
two World Wars, hosted high ranking officials from the Allied forces 
and played a part in internationally known events. The airfield is part 
of a valuable assemblage of military complexes within Salisbury Plain, 
and contributes to the military character and history of the region.  It 
has also been a dominant feature of the landscape on the outskirts 
of the City of Salisbury, and known well to visitors to Old Sarum, for 
over 80 years, and is locally valued. In addition, very little of wartime 
Salisbury is represented in the City itself - Old Sarum Airfield provides 
one of the only physical manifestations of Salisbury ’s wartime activities.   

The English Heritage report summarised the significance of Old Sarum 
Airfield (Lake 2000):

After Duxford and Leuchars, Old Sarum retains the most complete 
group of technical buildings representative of a Training Depot Station 
of the First World War period. It also, uniquely for any of the key 
surviving sites of the period up to 1918, retains its grass flying field 
with none of the perimeter tracks and other interventions characteristic 
of the post-1938 period. Its position close to Salisbury Plain also gives 
it an association with three key sites in the development of military 
aviation – Larkhill, Upavon and Netheravon. It was one of 63 Training 
Depot Stations in existence in November 1918. Each TDS comprised 
three flying units, each having a coupled general service shed and one 
repair hangar (Old Sarum being the only example to have survived).

potential for preservation and enhancement
In view of the value of the surviving elements of the airfield described 
above, and the limited nature of modern intrusions and other 
negative factors, the site does merit preservation in its current form 
and condition. Furthermore, some areas that have been damaged or 
neglected, with inappropriate building alterations, intrusive fences or 
poor landscaping, also offer opportunities for enhancement, to restore 
elements of the site’s original character. In addition, the provision of 
interpretation, published material or other visual identification of key 
buildings and areas of the site would greatly add to the understanding 
and appreciation of the airfield, and its role in British aviation history, 
for those who currently use it. Users include Flying Club members 
and their families – ranging from school children to older members of 
the community who may themselves have experiences of the airfield 
over the last 80 years to share. At present the site is an underutilised 
educational resource.

Air Ministry Boundary Stone
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conclusions and proposals for conservation    
area designation 
It is clear that the Airfield at Old Sarum does meet all of the criteria 
for Conservation Area Designation as set out in Part 1. The boundary 
considered to be most appropriate for the Conservation Area at Old 
Sarum Airfield, based on this appraisal, is shown on Figure 8.

The Conservation Area of Old Sarum Airfield should encompass those 
features of the layout and architecture that share, as a group and in 
a relatively complete form, the special qualities which comprise the 
architectural and historical interest identified above.  The Conservation 
Area should not include elements that have already undergone 
significant modernisation in form or setting, to the extent that the 
historic character of those elements is no longer recognisable, such 
as the Warrant Officer ’s Married Quarters north of Portway which now 
forms part of a row of domestic properties not associated with the main 
body of the airfield. The Conservation Area should therefore comprise:

n The Flying Field, virtually unaltered since 1918;
n The WWI Technical Area, one of only three near complete 

assemblages of WWI airfield technical buildings in Britain;
n Remains of the Administrative Area,  the part that is contiguous with 

the Technical Area
n The Machine-gun range, part of the WWI technical area, and 

helping to define the boundary of the flying field;
n  All surviving domestic areas, representing a full range of examples 

of 1920s, 19�0s, 1950s and 1960s airfield domestic architecture, 
and retaining their visual links to the airfield.

Should Old Sarum Airfield be designated as a Conservation Area, the 
setting of the site will become a material consideration in the planning 
process. Therefore, it is not necessary to establish a buffer zone within 
the proposed Conservation Area to protect the views or character of 
the setting.

recommendations for future management
There are a number of opportunities for the protection or enhancement 
of the special qualities  which may be taken into account in the future 
management of Old Sarum Airfield.

Restoring views within and onto the site
A strategy for the reinstatement of key views could be developed, 
through the removal, replacement or adjustment of unsightly and 
obstructive boundaries. This would restore some of the original visibility 
between the areas which comprised Old Sarum Airfield. These include 
fences at the entrance to the site, and between the Administrative and 
Technical Areas, as well as around the station headquarters.

Controlling new development
The scale, character and massing of any new buildings within Old 
Sarum Airfield should be controlled.  New development should not 
overwhelm the buildings or features within the area and new build 
should not obstruct key views from within or outside the site, nor 
diminish the open character. In order to prevent further erosion of 
the character of the potential Conservation Area, under Articles 4(1) 
and 4(2) of the General Permitted Development Order, it may be 
appropriate to propose a list of ‘Permitted Development Rights’ which 
should be restricted within the area. 

Restoration and enhancement 
The current built fabric might be reviewed by an appropriate specialist 
in order to establish, in broad terms, the original schemes of materials, 
paintwork, fenestration and other features , including marks, signs 
and numbers on buildings which are a particular feature of military 
sites. The review might also identify buildings which would particularly 
benefit from sensitive restoration and the scope for replicating 
features of interest. This review could form the basis of guidance for 
maintenance and refurbishment of the military buildings. The guidance 
could be developed through discussion with owners and managers of 
similar sites, including with the Defence Estates section of the MOD.  
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Hard and soft landscape
Current landscaping around the main Technical Area should be subject 
to a programme of maintenance, and with the support of current 
owners, restoration and enhancement. This particularly includes the 
unsightly site entrance, that could be re-designed (perhaps using 
photographs of its original appearance, if they exist) to provide a more 
historically sympathetic and welcoming approach to the rest of the site, 
in keeping with its status within the hierarchy of the site layout.

Public appreciation and understanding
The possible Conservation Area of Old Sarum Airfield holds a great 
deal more potential for public appreciation and understanding 
than is currently being realised. An Interpretation Strategy could be 
developed, using research already carried out on the site, collections 
of photographs and memorabilia, and perhaps augmented by oral 
histories of the site. This material could be transformed or developed 
into:

n Educational material – schools packs, pamphlets or books, to be 
used on visits or in the classroom. These would also be usable by 
any visitors to the site;

n On site interpretation – signage, information boards or displays 
could be developed, perhaps in cooperation with current owners, 
using space already publicly accessible, for example at the Flying 
Club, or in unused buildings;

n Publicity and marketing – if appropriate, this could be developed in 
association with the City of Salisbury or Salisbury Museum, to draw 
together the dispersed and lesser known military and World War 
sites in the area, providing walks or visitors trails around the City. 
Links between other military museums such as the Imperial War 
Museum could also be explored.
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first world war
The following were built between 1917 and 1918. Apart from the Squash 
Court, they are all technical buildings as no other domestic buildings from 
this period are extant. The majority are associated with aeroplane repair 
and were part of the station’s Aeroplane Repair Section. The locations of 
all these structures are shown in Figure 7.

general service aeroplane sheds (2, 3 & 4)
Three pairs of end-opening General Service (GS) Aeroplane Sheds and 
a single Aeroplane Repair Section Shed (making a total of seven) were 
erected at Old Sarum, but one complete pair has been demolished.

anderson belfast lattice girders
The earliest designs of Belfast trusses of McTear & Co Ltd. (from 1866) 
differed from those used on aeroplane sheds in that the lattice bracing 
between the bowed upper chord member and the lower tie-beam was 
arranged as two interlocking fans.  In this truss the angle of the lattice 
bars represented setting-out lines (in degrees) worked out from a point 
where both wall posts (at either end of the truss) are fixed to the floor 
to a point on the curved bow. 

The D Anderson & Son Ltd Rok Roofing Belfast lattice girders were 
advertised in 1915 in the aviation journal ‘Flight’ as being cheap, 
light, strong, minimises fire risk, gives an equable temperature, is 
absolutely weather proof and could be built up to 100ft spans.

The Anderson truss consisted of a curved laminated upper chord and 
laminated tie-beam with close mesh lattice bars in a parallel criss-
cross pattern between the two members.  The curved bow was made up 
of four individual sections of two, �in square rib sections sandwiched 
either side of the lattice bars.  The ends of the bow are anchored to the 
tie-beam by knee braces and gusset boards which secures the truss to  
laminated timber wall posts (in the earliest forms) and angled bracing 
struts (of the earlier sheds), or brick buttresses of the later sheds. The 
trusses were externally clad with tongued-and-grooved boarding fixed 
diagonally and covered with bitumen felt .

This form of roof construction was adopted for large-span military 
buildings such as, aeroplane sheds, large stores, salvage sheds and 
running sheds .

RFC General Service Aeroplane Sheds
As early as 1914, Andersons had started supplying their Rok Roofing 
with Belfast lattice girders for the construction of aeroplane sheds at 
the flying boat stations at Calshot (Listed Grade II*) and at Hamble 
Point. In October 1916, six single-span (GS) sheds with this form of 
roof construction were being erected at Harlaxton, Lincs which was 
probably the first land aerodrome to receive the trusses.  

It was not until after 1917 with the construction of the sheds at 
Hendon, that coupled GS sheds became the universal practice for shed 
roofs on RFC aerodromes.  The layout of the new RFC Training Depot 
Stations under construction towards the end of 1917 changed from 
the previous practice of having six single span sheds (as at Harlaxton) 
to having three pairs of coupled sheds and one single span shed for 
aeroplane repair (as at Hendon). 

In order to erect the coupled sheds (after Hendon) a change in design 
took place whereby timber-framed walls gave way to brick construction. 
The number of bays was reduced from 17 to 16 but to keep the overall 
length to similar dimensions as before, the roof girders were arranged 
at 10ft 6in centres. Brick buttresses supported the roof girders with 
temporary brick wall in-fill.  Similar steel-framed window frames were 
used but were horizontal frames instead of vertical types.  Brick was 
also used instead of timber for the door gantries which now took the 
form of six brick piers supporting two, 20ft high large-radius arches 
either side of the door runners.  The doors remained timber-framed 
but were now clad with flat asbestos sheeting. Coupled and triple-span 
sheds had  brick arches in-lieu of walls running longitudinally and 
these supported the ends of the roof girders of either sides forming the 
multi-span shed. At Hendon the central columns are timber and this 
arrangement pre-dates all brick versions such as at Old Sarum.
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RFC Training Depot single-span ARS sheds  had two, �2ft wide side 
annexes built against a side-wall (elevation fronting the technical 
area).  These were plane stores for the storage of aeroplane wings and 
fuselages.  Each one had its own pitched roof incorporating composite 
timber trusses. The workshop annexe on the opposite side-wall (facing 
the aerodrome) contained a boiler room, instrument and camera 
workshop, inspector and NCO’s room, Commanding Officer ’s office 
and general office . 

Today the ARS Shed (4) at Old Sarum retains its Plane Stores. All three 
surviving sheds are Listed Grade II* Other examples of 80ft span GS 
sheds are extant at Filton (1), Mousehold Heath (1) and Harling Road 
(1) but none of these are listed.

Large Span GS Aeroplane Sheds for RFC/RAF 
Training Depot Stations
Towards the end of 1917 the next significant change in design took 
place and this involved an increase in span from 80ft to 100ft and an 
increase in clear height from 20ft to 25ft.  GS sheds under construction 
from 1918 featured the larger span girders - Duxford (Listed Grade II*) 
is an example. 

The extra height required more substantial brick buttresses, which were 
now arranged at 11ft 4in centres to form 15-bays.  Larger and more 
substantial door gantries were also required to take  the increase in 
height and width of the main doors .

n       (2) NGR: SU  15100 ��4�5 (centre) 
n       (�) SU 15240 ��5�5 (centre) 
n       (4) SU 15185 ��462 (centre) 

Plate 1: ARS Shed (3) - view from aerodrome
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Plate 2: ARS Shed (3)

Plate 3: Coupled General Service Shed Shed 4

Plate 4: Coupled General Service Shed 4 - showing the 80ft span Belfast truss

Plate 5: Coupled General Service Shed 4
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Plate 4: Coupled General Service Shed 4 - showing the 80ft span Belfast truss

Carpenter’s Shop & Dope Shop 283/17 (Wood 
Workshop & Parachute Store) (7)

This is a large multi-functional building that was part of the ARS and 
as such are located behind the ARS shed. It consists of a  rectangular-
shaped plan-form divided into two main parts separated by a 
longitudinal fire wall. Each half has its own range of �0ft span roof 
trusses. One half functioned as a dope shop and sailmaker’s shop 
(fabric repair of aircraft wings and fuselage) while the other had a 
machine shop and carpenter ’s shop. It is constructed of 4.5in brick 
with internal piers spaced at 10ft centres and consists of 1�-bays. Door 
openings in the both side walls are original, these were accessed by an 
open corridor (lateral) with an opening in the longitudinal dividing wall 
between the two halves of the building. Windows were originally 16-
pane steel casements positioned centrally in each bay on either side. 
The roof is made up of standard �0ft span timber trusses fixed to the 
brick piers and clad with a modern roofing material.

Machine Shop (north side)
This is an open-plan machine shop covering �-bays; there is a single 
roof-mounted skylight. 

Carpenter’s Shop (north side)
The carpenter ’s shop was also arranged open-plan consisting of 10-
bays, five on one side of the open corridor and four on the other. 
There are skylights in the workshop either side of the open corridor.

Dope Shop (south side)
The dope shop covers 4-bays and originally had a prominent exhaust 
delivery stack built against an end elevation. This stack connected to a 
�ft deep fan duct and a tapering ‘U’-shaped duct let into the floor of 
the dope shop. An air inlet trunk located on the opposite (dividing wall) 
end wall to the exhaust stack, connected with a small heating chamber 
built as an annexe against a side wall. This is extant (see photo).

Sailmaker’s Shop (south side)
The sailmaker’s shop also covers 9-bays with four on either side of the 
open corridor. There are a pair of skylights in this section.

n Dimensions: (footprint) 61ft 7in by 1�1ft 1in. Clear height 9ft 6in.
n (7) NGR: SU 15160 ��496 (centre)

Plate 6: Grade II Listed Workshops 

Plate 7: The Grade II Listed Carpenter ’s Shop and Dope Shop
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Plate 8: Heating Chamber (7)

Flight Commander’s 

Office (8)
All three coupled aeroplane sheds had a small (16ft span) detached 
Flight Office built c.1917 on the shed centreline close to the side 
elevation facing the aerodrome (south).   This is the office of the Flight 
Commander and his staff. Construction is of temporary brick walls 
with double-hung timber sashes. The roof has a simple arrangement of 
timber purlins (supported by internal temporary brick walls), covered 
with boarding and covered in slate. Today only one building survives 
although it is now clad in timber, and this is used as offices by the 
flying club.

n (8) NGR: SU 15267 ��502 (centre)

Plate 9: Flight Commander’s Office
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Technical Stores 285/17 (23)
This is a standard RFC TDS Technical Stores, it is single-storey with a 
rectangular-shaped plan-form covering 12-bays. In its original form 
it was arranged mainly open-plan with two rows of storage racks and 
partitioned areas to include a tyre store, storeman’s rest room and 
clerk’s office. The north elevation had two lean-to covered yards (metal 
& timber and packing cases) separated by an open yard. These are 
extant but the open yard has been roofed over. 

Construction is temporary brick with internal piers arranged at 10ft 
centres. These support standard timber trusses. These support three 
skylights and a roof covering of asbestos sheeting. Original windows 
were 16-pane metal casements. The building is now known as Unit � 
and used by Service Graphics.

n Dimensions: building – (footprint) �1ft by 120ft 4in. Yard (footprint) 
12ft 4in by 120ft 4in.

n (2�) NGR: SU 15105 ��495 (centre)

Plate 10: Technical Stores (23) - view looking at the  north elevation covered yard
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Salvage  Shed (Q Store) (30)
This is a standard RFC TDS Salvage Shed; it has a rectangular-shaped 
plan-form consisting of eight 10ft wide bays with internal brick piers 
supporting �0ft span composite trusses. Wall in-fill is temporary brick 
and the roof covering is corrugated asbestos sheeting. The ridge line 
has two original skylights and air vent cowles. There are two 10ft wide 
openings on the south facing elevation which are original as well as 
one on the east gable end, the other bays originally had 16-pane steel 
casements at either end but these have now been replaced. 

n Dimensions: 81ft by �1ft (footprint)
n (�0) NGR: SU 15109 ��495 (centre)

The building has a rectangular-shaped plan-form consisting of the 
engine room (�-bays), battery charging room (1-bay) and a lean-
too annexe used as a workshop on a gable end. Construction is of 
cement-rendered temporary brick with internal and external piers; the 
roof is made up of �0ft span timber trusses at 10ft centres, clad with 
corrugated iron sheeting. The building is in excellent condition by the 
original trusses have had to be supported by props.

n    (��) NGR: 15144 ��549 (centre)

Plate 12: Salvage Store (30)

Powerhouse (Picture Target House) (33)
During WWI the station almost certainly did not have an outside 
electricity supply from the local electric company and this would have 
not been available until the 1920s. During this period the station’s 
electric power was provided by the War Office’s own Powerhouse using 
two diesel engine generator sets. After WWI it was adapted as the 
school’s Picture Target House.

Plate 12: Powerhouse (33)

Metal Workshop 288/17  (34)
This is a standard RFC TDS Metal Workshop. The main part (8-bays) 
functioned as an engine repair shop, but �-bays at one end were 
divided by a partition into separate the coppersmiths shop and a 

Plate 11: Salvage Store
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blacksmith’s shop. A small acetylene plant room annexe was located 
against the outside wall of the coppersmith’s shop – but this is now 
demolished. The local Air Training Corps Squadron now uses the 
building.

n (�4) NGR: SU 15142 ��524 (centre)

Plate 13: Metal Workshop (34)

Motor Transport Sheds & Yard 289/17 (35)
Two standard RFC TDS-style 1�-bay MT vehicle sheds are built facing 
each other and separated by an 80ft wide motor vehicle manoeuvring 
area or yard. The site of the washing table at the extreme east end of 
the complex is now occupied by the Engine Test House. In November 
1918 the following vehicles occupied these sheds:

n 1 touring car, 12 light tenders & 12 heavy tenders, 9 motor cycles 
& 8 sidecars

n 5 trailers, 2 ambulances and 2 tractors

Construction is of brick piers at 11ft centres with temporary brick in-fill 
on three sides. Along the front are brick pillars that support the trusses. 
Like all the WWI buildings at Old Sarum the trusses are not composite 

types as used elsewhere but all-timber types and these support a roof 
cladding of corrugated asbestos sheeting - this arrangement was 
similar to Andover.

Both sheds are similar but the northern one has two repair bays at 
the west end  and a pair of motor-cycle bays. The west end bay of the 
northern shed is in-filled with brick for use as an office. Adjacent to the 
western gable is a brick-built Fuel Attendant’s Shelter. 

n Vehicle Shed dimensions: bay clear width 10ft, bay clear length 
28ft and clear height 12ft (footprint) of one shed: �1ft by 144ft.

n (�5) North Shed NGR: SU 15170 ��578 (centre)
n (�5) South Shed NGR: SU 15190 ��559 (centre)

Plate 14: A general view of the MT Yard with vehicle sheds on either side, the petrol pump in the 

foreground, Engine Test House and Station Headquarters in the background
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Plate 17: Interior view of vehicle shed showing roof trusses

Plate 15: The northern vehicle shed (35)

Plate 16: The southern vehicle shed with Fuel Operator ’s Shelter

Squash Racquets Court 2078/18 (72)
This is a standard RAF Squash Racquets Court of 1918 (one of the first 
Air Ministry designs) and consists of two courts placed side-by side.

Construction consists of external brick piers at 10ft centres with 
temporary brick in-fill. Roof trusses are timber King-post types 
supported by the brick piers and covered with corrugated asbestos 
sheeting. The trusses also support large lantern lights that flood the 
courts with natural light. Inside there is a dressing room for each court, 
toilets and stairs leading to a first floor viewing gallery.

n Dimensions: Each court has a span of 21ft and is �0ft long. The 
dressing room is 5ft wide.

n (72) NGR: SU 156�7 ��670 (centre)
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Plate 18: Squash Racquets Court (72)

Machine-gun Range (75)
A standard Air Ministry 25-yard Machine-gun Range for use by station 
personnel was built c.1918  close to Green Lane and this was extended 
in the late 1920s to include a substantial range to test aircraft machine 
guns. In this reconstructed form, the north side functioned as the 25-
yard range and the south side became the 40ft aircraft range. Aircraft 
were tethered at 40 yards to a concrete or tarmac apron and the guns 
were fired at the butt. The 25-yard range consisted of a brick-built 
firing shelter, a target trench at 25-yards distance and the brick butt.

n (75) (WWI M/G Range)  NGR:  SU 15648 ��520
n (75) (Aircraft Range)  NGR: SU 15650 ��502

Plate 19: The extension to the WWI 25-yard Machine-gun Range in the form of the 

40ft  Aircraft Machine-gun Range (75)
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Buildings and Structures Dating from 1920 – 1931
Under the Home Defence and Air Defence of Great Britain (ADGB) 
expansion schemes, the majority of buildings erected at RAF Stations 
were married quarters. The Engine Test House was built under ADGB. 

Air Ministry Boundary Markers 
Only three AM boundary stones were found, No. 12A is positioned 
opposite Sky House at the road junction with Green Lane. No.22 is 
located at the main driveway to the Officer ’s Mess (Throgmorton Hall) 
and No.2� at Green Lane by Throgmorton Hall.  These were once 
part of a sequence of at least 2� markers erected c.1927 after the Air 
Ministry had purchased the land. They were placed along the boundary 
with public roads but particularly where the Air Ministry boundary 
changes direction or at each entrance to the aerodrome and domestic 
site. For a near-complete list of these marker stone, see Appendix 1.

n 12A NGR: SU 1584� �2880
n (22) NGR: SU 15714 �4007
n (2�) NGR: SU 15629 ��914

Warrant Officer’s Married Quarter (59)
The only surviving Air Ministry building from this period on the 
north side of the Portway is a detached residence, built in 19�1 to 
accommodate a married Warrant Officer. It is a three-bedroom two-
storey house of standard design.

The internal arrangement is unknown. Construction is of 11in cavity 
brick with timber trusses having hipped-shaped rafters carrying slate.

n NGR: SU 15490 ��776 (centre)

Plate 21: Warrant Officer ’s Married Quarter (59). Note the 1931 date stone

Plate 20: Air Ministry Boundary Marker 22
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Officer’s Married Quarters Group III 
(359/21 & 362/23) and Group V (438/24)
Located in Green Lane is a semi-detached and a detached Officers 
Married Quarters, the design of which dates to 192�.

n Group III (77)  

This residence was for either a Wing Commander or a Squadron 
Leader commanding a station. This particular style of property is based 
on one being built of facing bricks, dating to 1921 (�59/21) but 
in this case it is the roughcast version of 192�. The house is based 
on 2.5 stories, the half storey in the roof space being the servant’s 
quarter. The ground floor has an ‘L’-shaped plan-form consisting of a 
drawing room with bay window, a dining room and behind these is a 
study, vestibule, toilet, hall and staircase. The pantry, a store, kitchen, 
scullery, larder and coal store are all located within the leg of the ‘L’ 
with the scullery ’ larder and coal store being single-storey.

Upstairs there are four bedrooms, a dressing room and bathroom. 
The staircase continues on to the servant’s quarters which has two 
bedrooms and a box store.

Construction is of 11in cavity brick, originally having cottage-style steel 
sashes but these have now been replaced. The roof is clad with slate.

(77) NGR: SU 15770 ��000

n (77)Group V (76)  

This pair of semi-detached two-storey houses are considerably smaller 
than the Group III, and consist of  a ground floor with hall, with 
staircase, drawing room, dining room, a kitchen, scullery, coal store, 
tool house and a walk-in larder. Upstairs are three bedrooms, servant’s 
bedroom separate toilet and a bathroom. Construction is similar to the 
Group III.

(76) NGR: SU 1574� ��044

Group IV Revised Type NCOs and Airmen’s Married 
Quarters 1323/25 (83)
The Crescent is a typical crescent-shaped married quarter Air Ministry 
road and house scheme of the mid-1920s. It originally consisted of 
three terraced blocks, two of four houses and one of three, arranged 
around the three-sided crescent. There is also another row of three  
adjacent to the access road on the site of the WWI Women’s Hostel 
and in more recent times this has been extended as ‘North Side’ which 
has swallowed up the eastern end of the Women’s Hostel.

Each of the original 1920s two-storey house is square-shaped with 
the end houses slightly wider than the inner two (19ft 7in & 20ft 2in 
by 21ft 6in) with the ground floor having a living room, bathroom, 
scullery and a hall with staircase. The first floor is sub-divided into two 
bedrooms and landing. 

Construction is of 11in cavity external walls with a simple timber-
framed couple-close roof (to get the required first-floor ceiling height). 
Roof cladding is of diamond-shaped asbestos cement tiles. Windows 
were originally cottage style multi-pane casements.

n (8�) NGR: SU 15605 ��809 (typical example centre)

Plate 22: A general view of the Group III and Group V Officers’ Married Quarters in 

Green Lane 
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Engine Test House 702/26 (86)
Built before 1927 on the site of the washing table at the NE end of 
the MT Vehicle Sheds & Yard, is a two-cell Engine Test House. Engines 
under test here were from aircraft and not motor vehicles. Construction 
is of brick piers with temporary brick in-fill. The roof is a close-couple 
timber truss supporting  diamond-shaped cement asbestos tiles. The 
cells had brick piers supporting an overhead lifting gantry and the 
engine was surrounded by a steel tubular frame clad with torpedo 
netting to contain an engine failure.  When the Station Headquarters 
was built c.19�5 it was also proposed to replace this test house with 
another close to the GS Sheds but it is unclear whether this happened 
or not.  The building was subsequently used as another garage.

n (86) NGR: SU 15200 ��585 (centre)

Plate 24: Engine Test House - front elevation (86)

Plate 23: The Crescent showing two terraces with a large green open space in front
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Buildings Erected Under the Recommendations 
of the 136th Meeting of the RAF Building Sub-
Committee 1932 – 1933
The only surviving buildings from this recommendation are the Camera 
Obscura and Sick Quarters. Most of the development took place to the 
north of the Portway on the new Domestic Site but these have all been 
demolished.

Camera Obscura 527/31 (98)
The RAF Camera Obscura was an early device for the checking of a 
pilot’s ability to fly straight courses, find wind speed and direction, 
and for the simulation of level bombing. In the roof was a glass lens 
through which the image of the aircraft was projected on to a table. 
The flash of a magnesium bulb fitted to the aircraft indicated the 
release of an imaginary bomb. From the position of the image in 
relation to the focal centre and a fixed target position on a table, the 
operator could tell where the bomb would have fallen.

The building is single-storey, brick-built with a reinforced concrete 
slab roof. In more recent times it was probable a store for inflammable 
liquids.

n (98) NGR: SU 15209 ��449

Sick Quarters (108)
This building has a ‘T’-shaped plan-form, its size and internal 
arrangement is for a two-squadron station. There is a central internal 
entrance porch leading to an octagonal-shaped hall that is lit from a 
lantern light above. From here corridors run both longitudinally and 
laterally. Separate wards were provided for airmen (4 beds), NCOs 
and  officers, while other rooms included, an observation ward and an 
accident & reception room. The leg of the ‘T’ had a consulting room, 
kitchen, medical inspection, dental surgery, dispensary and out-patients 
waiting room. Close by was a detached combined Ambulance Shelter 
and Mortuary but this was demolished in 2000. 

It was Air Ministry policy during 19�9 under Scheme ‘L’ of RAF 
expansion, that a Decontamination Annexe was to be built link-
detached to the sick quarters. Connecting the two was a length of 
corridor (which also acts as an air-lock between the two structures). 
The annexe functioned as a treatment area for wounded personnel who 
also required decontamination for the effects of gas. Because of the 
restricted site at Old Sarum (the school building is on one side and the 
old Dining Room was on the other), the annexe was never built but a 
Decontamination Centre was erected on the other side of the Portway 
which is now demolished.  

Construction is of 11in cavity external walls with timber trusses having 
hipped-shaped rafters at the gable ends.

n Dimensions: sick quarters internal width (max) 71ft, (min) 24ft 6in 
and length 79ft.

n (198) NGR: SU 15�15 ��58 (centre)
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Plate 25: Camera Obscura with Oil Tank behind
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Plate 26: Sick Quarters

RAF Expansion Scheme ‘A’ 1934
Only one major building project at Old Sarum was funded under 
Scheme ‘A’, this was the new combined Officers’ Mess and Quarters 
which was erected during 19�5 on a new site at the road junction 
of the Portway and Green Lane. Out on the airfield a 42ft diameter 
Compass Platform was constructed between 1927 and 19�5, in front 
of GS Shed at NGR: SU 15151 ���46. 

Officers’ Mess & Quarters (123)
The building’s design is unique and reflects the importance placed on 
Old Sarum as a School of Army Co-operation. It is large in plan-form 
and covers three stories and the combination of these makes it bigger 
than average. This is because the officer establishment of a Army Co-
operation station was significantly larger than other RAF commands 
as it did not have any Sergeant pilots. Furthermore, Old Sarum had 
its own compliment officer instructors and staff as well as the visiting 
pilots from the Army Co-op units who came here to receive training.

It is based on a ‘U’-shaped plan-form with the mess at ground floor 
level located within the central block. Officers’ quarters were placed 
within two wings at the extremities of the mess as  well as at first and 

second floor levels of the central block. The separation of officers into 
the three main components is designed as a form of passive defence. 
In the event of a surprise night air-raid and should the building receive 
a direct hit, the station’s officer establishment would stand a greater 
chance of survival if its quarters was split into three separate units than 
if it was confined to one wing.  The internal arrangement is unknown.

Today the building is known as Throgmorton Hall, a private residential 
area consisting of 15 apartments within the original building. All 
windows have been replaced in UPVc in a style that is exceptionally 
good. A veranda has been created along two sides of both wings but 
this does not distract from the outstanding and impressive architectural 
treatment of the building. In essence this is an impressive building 
that is well-loved by the residents and is set in equally impressive and  
mature grounds.  

n (12�) NGR: SU 15720 ��880 (centre)

Plate 27: The rear elevation of the Officers’ Mess and Quarters
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Plate 28:Another view of the Officers’ Mess. The veranda is not original

Plate 29: The front facing elevation of the Officers’ Mess

First Contract 1935 (RAF Expansion Scheme ‘C’
Only one building is extant from this scheme of three buildings, 
the Ambulance Garage was destroyed in 2000 and it is unclear 
whether the new Engine Test House was ever built. Between 19�5 and 
19�9 a second concrete Compass Platform (28ft 6in diameter) was 
constructed, this time in front of GS Shed � at NGR: SU 15259 ��466.

Station Headquarters (SHQ)
The Station Headquarters at Old Sarum is based on drawing 7985/�5 
and consists of a SW facing two-storey central block with a single-
storey wing on either side and a single-storey Operations Block at the 
rear.  It is located just beyond the NE end of the MT Vehicle Yard which 
also meant that a new entrance had to be created to serve it.

The building is symmetrical with a central entrance, a waiting hall and 
longitudinal corridor that connects with offices for accounting staff on 
the left and orderly room, and on the right there are offices for the 
CO, the Station Engineer and Adjutant. The lateral corridor serves 
the Operations Block, passing the toilets and staircase inner hall. The 
Operations Block had a battery room; office for the Meteorological 
Officer, wireless room, signal’s office and the operations room. 
Outside at the rear of the north single-storey wing is a veranda with 
three counter issue windows where airmen received their pay.

On the first floor over the central block after the staircase is an office 
for the Education Officer, cloakroom, library and two lecture rooms.

Construction is of 15in cavity brick which gives the impression of 
Flemish bond but the headers are cut so the outer leaf is 4.5in (this 
is an indication that the building was built before 19�8 when the Air 
Ministry changed from Flemish to an outer leaf of Stretcher bond. The 
roof is reinforced concrete slab over the main block with a parapet wall 
but the wings and Operations Block has timber trusses with hipped-
shaped rafters clad with slate.

Today the Operations Block has been adapted as a drill hall. Windows 
along the front elevation have been replaced but are reasonable UPVc 
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copies and the space between the Ops Block and Link Trainer has 
been in-filled with a new connecting extension. The building is still an 
impressive structure

n NGR: SU 15225 ��605 (centre)

Plate 30: View of the SHQ from the Portway Plate 32: The front entrance to the SHQ

RAF Expansion Scheme ‘F’
Only one building was funded under Scheme ‘F’, this was the Army of 
Co-operation School Building which was built c.19�6.

Army Co-operation School Building
The school consists of a two-storey central block with two two-storey 
height synthetic trainers which project out from the rear and side 
elevations. The building is symmetrical with a central entrance and 
waiting area. Its internal planning is similar to a SHQ building except 
that the subdivision is based on lecture rooms and offices. The lateral 
corridor instead of leading to the operations room, gives access to two 
Haskard Ranges.

Haskard Range
So called after its inventor, Lt-Col Haskard. It was a large three-
dimensional map of painted canvas, showing a tract of country - in 
this case the basin of the river Wallop - made to scale  but with the 

Plate 31: The front elevation of the SHQ
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elevations exaggerated. Buildings, trees are also fixed to the canvas. 
The diorama was suspended about six feet from the ground and pupils 
stood on a glazed gallery that represented several aircraft cockpits 
with canopies and which over looked it (representing a scale of about 
4,000 feet). An assistant below the canvas and by means of magnets, 
moved tanks and other army forces about on the map, either along the 
roads or across country. The pupils had to write reports on what they 
saw so this device gave practise in the routine of writing reports. 

Construction is of 15in cavity brick which gives the impression of 
Flemish bond but the headers are cut so the outer leaf is 4.5in (this 
is an indication that the building was built before 19�8 when the Air 
Ministry changed from Flemish to an outer leaf of Stretcher bond. The 
roof is reinforced concrete slab with a brick parapet wall. 

Today the original windows have been replaced with UPVc of a 
casement style that upsets the original fenestration. Enough of the 
viewing galleries of both Haskard ranges survive to recognise their 
function. 

n NGR: SU 15280 ��6�8 (centre)

Plate 33: The Army Co-operation School Building
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Plate 34: The two Haskard Ranges at the rear of the Army Co-op School Building. 

Note the original sash windows

RAF Expansion Scheme ‘L’ and ‘M’
Only two building were erected under the final schemes, these were a 
Decontamination Centre which is now demolished and a Link Trainer.

Link Trainer
The Link Trainer Building was probably not built until after the outbreak 
of WWII and is thought to have been built on the site of a trench type 
air-raid shelter. The building housed two Link trainers.

The Link trainer provided a cheaper alternative for training pilots in 
instrument flying than flying actual aircraft. Edwin Link, an American 
organ manufacturer invented the trainer in 1929.
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The wartime trainer consisted of a fuselage (with stubby wings, 
tailplane and fin) about 10ft  long made of a timber frame covered 
with plywood. Underneath the ‘aircraft’ were powerful bellows  
enabling the device to simulate basic flying movements similar to 
pitching, banking and turning of a real aircraft. The cockpit closely 
resembled a single-engined training aircraft of the period with the 
basic six instruments plus compass, radio, rudder pedals and control 
column. The instruments and the relevant control surfaces indicated a 
change in flight attitude.

Connections led from the trainer to an instructor ’s desk where a small 
three-wheeled trolley called a ‘tracking crab’ (automatic recorder) 
reacted to time and rate of movement of the fuselage. One of the 
wheels (idler wheel) acted as a pen recorder and traced an accurate 
course onto a map of the countryside over which the ‘pilot’ was 
supposed to be flying. The instructor ’s desk had a duplicate set of 
instruments that enabled him to assess the pilot’s flying ability.

Construction is of cavity brick (Flemish bond) supporting a reinforced 
concrete slab roof with a brick parapet wall.

n NGR: SU 15254 ��625

Plate 35: The Link Trainer Building which is now joined to the SHQ

Buildings and Structures of World War Two 
1939 – 1945 
There are two pillboxes and a Battle Headquarters extant that were 
once part of the aerodrome defences. RAF Old Sarum was assumed 
to be a Class III airfield, requiring the minimum in ground defences, 
therefore it only had a small number of defence structures. For fire-
fighting purposes The Two 6ft square Emergency Water Supply concrete 
tanks are also extant at NGR: SU. These were originally 4ft 6in deep.  

FW/3 Type 22 Pillbox
The locations of three pillboxes are known but only two were found. 
These are standard FW/� Type 22 monolithic reinforced concrete with 
14in walls. One formed part of the outer defences and the others are 
within the airfield boundary. This class of pillbox is the most common 
design found on or near military airfields.

n (located on airfield close to BHQ) 
NGR: SU 15401 ��580 

n (located between the Portway and perimeter track)  
NGR: SU 14855 ��� 40

n (located beyond Officers’ Mess along the Portway)  
NGR:  SU

 

Plate 36: South-facing pillbox close to the Battle Headquarters
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Plate 37: The same pillbox showing the protected entrance

Plate 38: Pillbox located along the Portway facing north

Battle Headquarters
A defence structure is extant that could be the Battle Headquarters (but 
this cannot be confirmed as access was not possible). The structure is 
not a standard design but unique to Old Sarum.

At ground-level it consists of a small brick-built (concrete slab roof) 
observation copular with loopholes on three sides. This has an escape 
hatch in the roof. At a distance of 19ft �in is a raised concrete block 
protected entrance with a concrete slab roof ands a heavy steel door. 
The interior is underground and is located on a slightly raised mound.

n NGR: SU 15450 ��60�

Plate 39: The Battle Headquarters from the rear

Post-War Buildings
Post-war buildings erected at Old Sarum were mainly in the form of 
married quarter house schemes. Those for NCOs and airmen located 
within part of the former WWI domestic area and officers MQs placed 
on a new site previously used as a grazing pen by a tenant farmer who 
had the grazing rights for the aerodrome.
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NCOs & Airmen’s Married Quarters
‘The Close’ and ‘Southside’ are small post-WWII Air Ministry estates 
of NCOs and Airmen’s housing. The Close is based on a ‘U’-shaped 
planning scheme with two terrace rows each of six houses confirming 
to north and south aspect designs. At the head of The Close was 
originally a pair of semi-detached houses but these have since been 
extended with one more at either end. There is another semi-detached 
block fronting on to Green Lane while Southside has a detached 
terrace of three houses. 

Details of the internal sub-division is unknown.

n The Close  NGR: SU 15591 ��768 (typical example)
n Southside  NGR: SU 15601 ��701 (typical example)

Plate 40: ‘The Close’ Air Ministry Housing Scheme

Officers’ Married Quarters
Manor Farm Road off Green Lane and Merrifield Road is the site of the 
c.1950 and c.1956 Officers’ Married Quarters. This was a two-phased 
Air Ministry development. At the end of 1958 it is thought there were 
the following houses:

n � blocks of south-facing aspect Group V semi-detached � NGR: SU 
15610 ��010 (typical example)

n 6 blocks of north and south-facing aspect Group IV semi-detached 
�125/56  NGR: SU 15560 ��088 (typical example)

n 2 detached Group IV (one each north and south-facing)  NGR: SU 
15575 ��09� (typical example)

n 4 detached Group III 2552/50 NGR: SU 1564� ��059 
(typical example)

n � unknown types (NGR:

After 1950 the group type status was up-graded so a pre-war 
Group IV became a Group III. Since the estate was sold, it has been 
considerably extended. 

Control Tower
The post-war Control Tower replaced the c.1927 conversion of a 
WWI Flight Office that used to be located in front of the western 
General Service Shed (Blg.1). Its date of construction is unknown and 
is a unique non-standard design. The building has a rectangular-
shaped plan-form and rises to two stories, built of 11in cavity brick 
with galvanised steel casements, concrete sills and lintols. It has a 
reinforced concrete slab roof with tubular steel railings. 

n Dimensions: 16ft 11in by 20ft 10in (footprint)

n NGR: SU 15140 ���70 (centre)

Signals Square and Airfield Code Letters
Located close to the Control Tower is the Signal Square consisting of 
a tarmac square with sides 40ft long with a concrete border. Used for 
displaying the airfield ground to air signals. 
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The red square with a diagonal strip is indicating that temporary 
obstructions exist and that care should be taken when landing. The 
red and yellow striped ‘L’ shaped arrow indicates that a normal left-
hand circuit is in operation. The landing ‘T’ indicates the direction of 
landing.

n NGR: SU 15118 ���60

In front of this is another square displaying the ground to air Airfield 
Code letters ‘OS’

n NGR: SU 15124 ���52

Plate 41: The concrete call sigh letters ‘OS’

Plate 42: Control Tower

Plate 43: The ground to air Signalling Square
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Unknown Building (possibly a Guardhouse)
The function and date of construction of this single-storey building 
is unknown it is not shown on the 19�9 Air Ministry plan nor the 
1975 1:2500 Ordnance Survey map. It has a nominal square-
shaped plan-form, constructed of 11in cavity brick with a reinforced 
concrete slab roof.

n NGR: SU 15192 ��59�

Uni-Seco Hut
From 1942 Uni-Seco Structures Ltd designed buildings and huts 
based on a system of standard units for walls and roof. They were 
manufactured under licence by existing construction companies on a 
basis of 7.5 per cent profit above costs. The most successful company 
involved in the construction of the component parts of Seco hutting 
was En-Tout-Cas, which had a purpose-built factory at Thurmaston 
near Leicester. Seco huts could be assembled with almost unlimited 
flexibility, into clear-span buildings

Plate 44: Unknown building

A Seco hut consisted of a prefabricated frame of hollow aero plywood 
beams, columns and eaves-pieces. Wall and roof cladding consisted of 
timber-framed units of flat asbestos facing sheets separated by a cavity 
filled with a mixture of cement and wood-wool. All of these component 
parts were profiled and jointed to fit with other parts. The completed 
framework consisted of a series of upright aero columns (at 12ft 
centres) bolted to a timber keel plate fitted to a concrete base. The 
columns supported the aero beams and, together with the eaves-pieces 
between two beams, formed the structure of the hut. The gaps were 
filled with Seco wall units, windows or door frameworks which were 
fitted to the end elevations. The roof was constructed of spars fitted 
between the aero beams and roof ties between eaves-pieces. These 
supported Seco roof units which were finally covered with felt.

Two spans were available at 19ft 2in and 24ft 4in but the example at 
Old Sarum is the smaller span version and was probably used as a 
Flight Office. 

n NGR: SU 14745 ���08

Plate 45: Uni-Seco hut
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Vic Hallam Type Huts
The Butler Education Act of 1944 set the minimum school-leaving 
age at 16 and was to eventually provide secondary education for all. 
As a result of this and the findings of The Wood Committee, it was 
realised that if the leeway in school construction created by WWII 
was to be made up, greater standardisation of building components 
would be required to that used previously with traditional methods 
of construction.  Construction companies and architects specialising 
in pre-fabricated structures for the War Office and Air Ministry were 
attracted by the possibilities of post-war bulk-ordering by the Education 
Authorities. They therefore submitted designs featuring standard 
components or units of frames and panels using a wide range of 
materials such as aluminium, steel, reinforced concrete or timber. 

Another major factor contributing to the post-war expansion of schools 
within local authorities was that there was now a huge increase in pupil 
population (now known as the 1950s baby-boom). Furthermore, the 
free-market in imported hardwoods had been partially restored in 1950 
and softwoods on �0 November 195�. As a result Vic Hallam Ltd of 
Langley Mill, Nottinghamshire, set about designing their own building 
system which they called ‘Derwent’, to the designs of Samuel Morrison, 
ARIBA (of Samuel Morrison & Partners). The first building based on this 
system was Heanor Library while the Junior School at Hackenthorpe, 
Derbyshire became the first school. Many others quickly followed these 
all over the country. 

Brothers Victor and Jack had started Vic Hallam Ltd, during the 
late 1940s as a small joinery concern in Marpool on the Heanor to 
Ilkeston road and subsequently moved to Valley Works, Langley Mill 
in the early 1950s. At the end of WW2 the Company was engaged in 
manufacturing ammunition boxes and bomb cases for the Ministry of 
Supply and the War Office. When these contracts dried up the firm 
progressed into civil markets and produced television cabinets, poultry 
houses, holiday chalets and schools. 

At its peak, the factory employed in the region of 2,000 people. In 
more recent times the company was sold to Montague Mayer, which 
was bought subsequently by the conglomerate, Hillsdown Holdings. 

The Derwent system was still being manufactured in 1994, when 
Hillsdown Holdings decided to close the factory down and sell the site 
for commercial redevelopment. Vic Hallam died in 1999 aged 91 .

The Derwent system was based originally on a horizontal 6ft 4in 
(1.9�0mm) structural square grid (this was later amended to 1900mm 
when the company adopted the metric system) and a 400mm vertical 
module. The system made use of standard wall panels either solid 
or with windows, doors or clerestories. The external cladding could 
be either Lagos mahogany or Canadian red cedar boarding, fixed 
vertically to the framing of the panels. The panels were fitted into a 
previously erected framework of softwood posts bolted to a wooden 
sole-plate and fixed to a �.5in concrete raft. Box-section roof beams 
at 12.5 degrees pitch are fabricated from plywood and bolted to wall 
posts. The roof decking is made up of boarded panels to fit over main 
and intermediate beams, and covered with two layers of felt. Internal 
partitions are timber studwork clad with plasterboard.

The Type 6 huts are a cheaper variant of the Derwent system and are 
based on a similar structural system to that used on the Derwent type 
but the framework is scaled-down to suit single-storey huts and like 
the Derwent, they were originally based on imperial measurements. 
The structural grid is therefore arranged at 6ft (18�0m) (hence Type 6) 
centres (as opposed to 6ft 4in used on the imperial Derwent system). 

At Old Sarum there are three buildings that appear to be Vic Hallam huts.

n NGR: SU 14770 ���12
n NGR: SU 15108 ���90
n NGR: SU 15250 ��295
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Plate 46: Flying Club Clubhouse

Plate 47: Vic Hallam Hut

Oil Installation
It is unclear exactly when the Oil Installation was built. It consists of  a 
9in brick walled enclosure which is 4ft high and a large diameter tank.

n NGR: SU 1522� ��467

Plate 48: Oil Installation
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APPENDIX 1: Known locations of Air Ministry Boundary Markers

Location NGR
Officers’ Mess SW corner SU 15654 ��7�8
Officers’ Mess SE corner SU 15819 ��761
Officers’ Mess NW corner SU 15621 ��917
Officers’ Mess main entrance SU 15
Wooded copse adjacent to Green Lane  SU 15798 ��019
Wooded copse - east end close to minor lane SU 15895 ��002
Sewage Works - opposite Officer ’s MQ adjacent to Green Lane SU 15801 �2998
Sewage Works - at junction of Green Lane and minor road SU 15820 �2918
Officer ’  MQ in Green Lane SU 15791 �2982
Ford House SU 15850 �2876
At junction of Green Lane south with Old Malthouse Lane SU 15840 �2871
At Malthouse Lane opposite Sea Servines SU 15810 �2868
SW Corner of parcel of land fronting Old Malthouse Lane and Green Lane South SU 15801 �28�8
West from Green Lane along Old Malthouse Lane opposite Merrifield Road junction  SU 15462 �2828
South west corner of airfield SU 14688 �274�
North west corner of airfield with the Portway opposite Hospital Cottages  SU 145�6 ��289
South west corner of Domestic Site with the Portway SU 15124 ��570
North west corner of Domestic Site SU 14817 ��871
North east corner of Domestic Site SU 15009 �4081
Warrant Officer ’s MQ at boundary with the Portway SU 15404 ��775
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appendix b: listed building   
    descriptions
The full list description for the three surviving Grade II* aircraft 
hangars (Numbers 2, �, and 4) at Old Sarum is provided below. 
English Heritage’s thematic survey of aviation sites and structures (Lake 
2000) noted that this is one of the most complete hangar groups of 
the period up to 1918 in Britain, the only TDS (Training Depot Station) 
group to have retained its repair hangar with associated workshops, 
and the only surviving group with the first generation of 80ft span 
Belfast roof trusses. The completeness of the structures and their 
relationship to the uniquely unaltered flying field served to underpin a 
recommendation for upgrading of its listing to II*, in February 2001.

As a result of this thematic survey, both the 1918 twin-gabled detached 
workshop building, situated to the rear of the repair hangar, and the 
Station Headquarters (now TA Headquarters), a building of the post-
19�4 Expansion Period at the entrance to the site, are to be Grade II 
listed buildings. Only the proposed list description for the workshops is 
currently available, and this is also included below.

List Description for the three aircraft hangars:
LAVERSTOCK                                   

�65/2/175   PORTWAY                                 
15-AUG-89   (South side)     
    � FORMER WORLD WAR I    
    AIRCRAFT HANGARS AT OLD    
    SARUM AIRFIELD                   

GV    II*                                       

Group of one single and two paired aircraft storage hangars. 1917 
design, built 1918. Piers, curtain walls and gantries brickwork, 
rendered externally, ‘Belfast’ roof trusses, asphalt covering to roof.

plan: each hangar is in 16 bays, Hangars 1 and � being paired with 
a central row of brick columns, and each has subsidiary workshop and 
storage space in low annexes on the long sides. Single-span hangar 
was built for the Aircraft Repair Section, with a detached workshop (qv) 
to the rear. The whole group extends approx. 250m E-W, with a large 
concrete manoeuvring area (aprons) around the entrances and the 
airfield side.

exterior: windows are the original painted steel casements, set as a 
high clerestory to the long sides of the hangars in 14 of the 16 bays; 
they are doubled 24-pane units incorporating 4-pane pivoted lights 
to each bay. The infill walling above and below is in brick (half-brick 
thickness), but on the S (airfield) side of each hangar broad asbestos 
sheet cladding has been added. Each of the hangars has full width 
and height doors sliding to external brick gantries: each of these 
comprises 6 doors suspended to overhead gear protected by a deep 
projecting weathering, and sliding to ground rails into their external 
brick gantries, the latter having three pairs of piers linked at the head 
by segmental brick diaphragm arches. The paired hangars also have, 
between the doors, a brick pier with deep central recess carrying a 
large rain-water downpipe. Above the horizontal dressing to the door 
track is a flat segmental pediment to each shed, with close-set vertical 
joint divisions to metal cladding, and a wide central ventilation louvre.  
Flanking the long sides are the single-storey ancillary spaces with near-
flat felted roofs weathered to the curtain walls and buttresses. These 
are in brick, with 9-pane casements, the upper 6 panes horizontally 
pivot-hung. Sheds 1 and � each have a 14-bay range to the S, with 
2 entrances in the wall to N. Shed 2 has to the S a 7-bay range a 
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boiler room, with flue cropped at the eaves, and 2 separated single-
bay units: on the N side two gabled sheds have been added, parallel 
with the main wall. All roofs have a continuous gabled ridge lantern in 
patent glazing: this is probably original, and appears in a photograph 
taken in 19�1. 

interior: The paired sheds have a central row of brick piers, joined 
longitudinally by a series of ‘diaphragm’ walls to low segmental arches. 
The ‘Belfast’ trusses are formed from small-section timbers, the top and 
bottom chords sandwiching a mesh of closely-spaced cross-bracing; at 
the supports is further shear strengthening  with a length of diagonal 
boarded bracing, and a raking strut rises from brick corbelling near the 
heads of the piers, which continue through to the eaves level. There 
are continuous runs of longitudinal cross-bracing in the vertical plane, 
and extra horizontal bracing to the bottom chord in the end bays. 
Trusses carry small purlins and closely-spaced rafters, with continuous 
sheathing in diagonal boarding. 

history: After Duxford in Cambridgeshire and Leuchars in Scotland, 
Old Sarum retains the most complete group of technical buildings 
representative of a Training Depot Station of the First World War 
period. It also, uniquely for any of the key surviving sites of the period 
up to 1918, retains its grass flying field with none of the perimeter 
tracks and other interventions characteristic of the post-19�8 period. 
Its position close to Salisbury Plain also gives it an association with 
three key sites in the development of military aviation - Larkhill, 
Upavon and Netheravon. It was one of 6� Training Depot Stations 
in existence in November 1918. Each TDS comprised three flying 
units, each having a coupled general service shed and one repair 
hangar (Old Sarum’s being the only example to have survived). Other 
specialist buildings, such as carpenters? shops, dope and engine repair 
shops and technical and plane stores characterised these sites. The 
former technical support buildings lie between the hangars and The 
Portway: domestic buildings (not included) were located to the north of 
the road.

In 1917 the War Office bought land at Ford Farm for airfield 
development, but shortly after the base was renamed Old Sarum 
(after the hillfort and medieval royal castle and Cathedral to the W), 
and by September 1918 a series of 7 hangars (one single repair 
hangar and � paired hangars), motor transport sheds and various 
workshops had been built; personnel at that time were accommodated 
in tents.  Used at first as a Training Depot Station for day bombing, 
Old Sarum?s position close to the army training areas on Salisbury 
Plain ensured its retention after 1919 for the School of Army Co-
Operation. This ran courses primarily for Army and RAF observors and 
pilots, and by the end of 19�0s Blenheims were flown from the base: 
foreign visitors included the German Air Attache and in 19�9 both 
the Italian Air Attache and Chief Instructor of the Italian School of 
Army Co-Operation. The principal work of the base for the first four 
years of the Second World War was the formation and training of Air 
Observation Units, although it was also used by the SOE for airdrops 
into France and early in the war by the Royal Canadian Air Force Unit 
(110 Squadron) for anti- invasion coast patrols. In February 1944 the 
hangars were converted into use for housing vehicles being specially 
prepared for D-Day. After 1947 Old Sarum had become the School 
of Land/Air Warfare, attended mostly by high-ranking officers of all 
three services. It was closed as a military base in 1979, much of the 
immediate area having been since redeveloped as an industrial estate 
although club flying continues from the airfield. The most westerly of 
the � paired hangars was destroyed by fire in 1986.

(Dr H F Thomas, The History of Old Sarum Airfield, undated; Wessex 
Archaeology, Portway House (Archaeological Desk-Based Study), 1996)
Listing NGR: SU15167��50�
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Proposed List Description for the workshops:
“Workshops. 1918. Painted single-skin brick with internal buttresses; 
corrugated asbestos-cement roofing on steel trusses. 
 
plan: a paired single-storey shed in 1� bays with twin gables at each 
end, formerly a large open space and now sub-divided. On the S side 
(facing Hangar No 2, qv) is a 2-bay lean-to with boiler house. 
 
exterior: 12-pane steel casements where original, some later steel 
replacements. � paired plank doors to S, with a brick stack to 2-bay 
lean-to projection. Pair of doors to left gable of W elevation. Double 
and single plank doors to N side. Later C20 flat-roofed porch to E end. 
 
history: After Duxford in Cambridgeshire and Leuchars in Scotland, 
Old Sarum retains the most complete group of technical buildings 
representative of a Training Depot Station of the First World War 
period. Despite the destruction of one of the original three paired 
hangars, this is one of the most complete hangar groupings of the 
period up to 1918 in Britain, uniquely relating to an airfield that has 
been less altered than any other pre-1918 airfield.”

Building Details: 
Building Name:  Old Sarum Airfield Workshops Immediately To North  
 Of Central Hangar (Hangar 2)
Parish:  Laverstock
District:  Salisbury
County:  Wiltshire
Postcode:  

Details: 
LBS Number:  495994
Grade: II
Date Listed:  01/12/2005
Date of Last  
Amendment:  18/07/2006
Date Delisted:  
NGR: SU15159��499

LAVERSTOCK 

SU 1� SE PORTWAY 
�65/2/10009 (South side) 
01-DEC-05 Old Sarum Airfield: Workshops immediately to N of central 
hangar (Hangar 2) 

GV II 
Workshops. 1918. Painted single-skin brick with internal buttresses; 
corrugated asbestos-cement roofing on steel trusses. 

Plan: a paired single-storey shed in 1� bays with twin gables at each 
end, formerly a large open space and now sub-divided. On the S side 
(facing Hangar No 2, qv) is a 2-bay lean-to with boiler house. 

Exterior: 12-pane steel casements where original, some later steel 
replacements. � paired plank doors to S, with a brick stack to 2-bay 
lean-to projection. Pair of doors to left gable of W elevation. Double 
and single plank doors to N side. Later C20 flat-roofed porch to E end. 

History: After Duxford in Cambridgeshire and Leuchars in Scotland, 
Old Sarum retains the most complete group of technical buildings 
representative of a Training Depot Station of the First World War 
period. Despite the destruction of one of the original three paired 
hangars, this is one of the most complete hangar groupings of the 
period up to 1918 in Britain, uniquely relating to an airfield that has 
been less altered than any other pre-1918 airfield. 



Building Details: 
Building Name:  Old Sarum Airfield: Ta Headquarters
Parish:  Laverstock
District: Salisbury
County:  Wiltshire
Postcode:

Details: 
LBS Number:  495995
Grade:  II
Date Listed:  01/12/2005
Date of Last  
Amendment:  18/07/2006
Date Delisted:  
NGR:  SU15159��499

Listing Text: 

LAVERSTOCK 

�65/0/10010 PORTWAY 
01-DEC-05 Old Sarum Airfield (East side) 
Old Sarum Airfield: TA Headquarters 

GV II 
Station headquarters. 19�5 - 6. A Bulloch, architectural advisor to the 
Air Ministry ’s Directorate of Works and Buildings. Drawing No 1�5/�5. 
Flemish bond brick, slate roof covering to pitched area, concrete 
structure with asphaltic finish to flat section. 

Plan: A main range in 2 storeys with flat roofs is in double-banded 
offices, with central entrance through a small lobby to large circulating 
hall, from which a central passageway is taken through on the main 
axis to a doorway at the rear. This range is flanked at either side by 
single-storey pavilions with hipped roofs, and across the rear a similar 
hipped unit, forming an asymmetrical ‘H’ in plan. The main open-well 
staircase is in the link building. 

Exterior: Small-paned timber sashes to all windows. The central 2-
storey range is in 7 bays, with large upper lights, but smaller lower 
ones to flat segmental heads. A central pair of panelled doors to 
radial fanlight is set in responds with a moulded arch keystone, and 
is all original. To each side the pavilions, in the same plane as the 2-
storey range, have � bays of near-square lights, with � on the returns 
and rear, but the left-hand unit has to the rear an open �-arched 
loggia on paired square piers, with voussoir arches to a keystone, and 
rudimentary capitals and bases. The back of the main range has 2 
lights at each level, and returns to the T-arm at the same height, with � 
lights to each level to the NE, but smaller lights and a door, to the stair 
lobby, on the SW. The transverse rear range, like the pavilions with 
a high parapet, has � lights each side of a pair of doors in arch and 
responds similar to the front: this was originally the operations room. 
It returns to � bays each end, and 2 on the inner returns. Original 
hopper-heads and downpipes remain to all elevations. 

Interior: plain, retains dog-leg stair and some original joinery. 

History: This is a distinctive design of 19�5 by the Air Ministry 
architect, A Bulloch. Detailing is restrained throughout, but massing, 
spacing and proportions are carefully considered, in the neo-Georgian 
style favoured at this period, and influenced by the impact of the 
Royal Fine Arts Commission, especially though the architect, Sir Edwin 
Lutyens. 

This building makes a significant contribution to a key aviation site. 
See description of hangars for fuller history and account of Old Sarum 
airfield. 
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